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Vertetis prepares for presidency
• Bohart and Vertetis have been meeting
periodically to facilitate a smooth transition
Mele Feazell
Managing Editor

It's out with the old and in with the
new when AS President Shane Bohart
passes the gavel to President-elect Tom
Vertetis on April 29 during the last Sen
ate meeting.
"I can't be more pleased with a person
taking over the position of student body
president than Tom," Bohart said. "His
commitment, motivation and tremendous
leadership ability are bound to do great
things for fellow students and the Uni
versity as a whole."
Bohart and Vertetis have been meet
ing every other day preparing for the
transition of power. The basic agenda for
each meeting includes insight into the
different activities and responsibilities
involved in the job. Bohart has been
discussing some of the tactics used for
his successful projects and supplying
suggestions for the challenges that he
faced along the way.
"I have really taken this time seri
ously," said Vertetis, who is now a junior
class senator. "Shane is a great resource
and I value my time with him."
Vertetis' term will not begin until the
second Thursday of the '94 fiscal year.
During his presidency, Vertetis plans to
continue the tradition of theGiving Tree,
which both men found to be one of the
best projects of the year. The Giving
Tree gave aid to many of San Diego's
homeless during the holiday season. The

Aided by quality strokes, USD Men's Novice Crew was the first to come across
the finish line at the San Diego City Championships, this past weekend.

AS President Shane Bohart
project brought in 12,000 items in its first
year and Vertetis believes that it is pos
sible to triple that amount
"I want to bring about student aware
ness by making communication more
accessible, making more of a forum for
thought and concern where students can
express themselves," Vertetis said.
Some of his other goals are to increase
community service and workingon press
ing student issues. He had a meeting

see PRESIDENTS on page 2

Student clubs unite and express desires for more
respect and the establishment of a cultural center
Tanya Rodrigues
Staff writer

Two hispanic students are sitting beside each
other. They are talking animatedly, laughing,
joking in their native language. At the sound of
sharp voices, they look up to find annoyed glances.
Because they were speaking to each other in a
way some of their fellow students could not
understand, they are made to feel alien in a
community that belongs to them as much as
anyone. It is the USD University Center. It is

their school.
Whether a matter of ethnicity or sexual orienta
tion, a number of students around campus have
taken action to stop the feeling of alienation.
The student-based movement toward estab
lishing multiculturalism on the USD campus has
taken form in the unification of five core organi
zations.
The five organizations, which include Aikane
O'Hawaii, Asian Students Association, Black
Student Union, Movimento Estudiantil Chicana
see RESPECT on page 3

OLIN HALL CONNECTION HITS JACK POT IN VEGAS

In the game of business, USD students are the best
Erik Carlton Wahl
Staff writer

A handful of USD students have joined forces to com
pete in the International Collegiate Business Policy Com
petition in Las Vegas. Dr. Donn Mann headed the team of
undergraduate and graduate students. There were a total
of twenty-five teams which entered the competition from
around the states.
The competition is an elaborate business simulation.
As many as65 business decisions covering virtually every
aspect of business behavior are submitted each week. In
addition, formal business plans and stockholders reports
must be prepared and submitted to competition judges.
At the completion of the ten weeks, all the teams travel

News

to Las Vegas. In 60
hours, ten decision
quarters are sim ulated,
updated, and finally
presented to thejudges.
The judging consisted
of senior executives of
large firms, many of
whom are in the for
tune 500. On the third
Graduate team
night, the winners were announced at a gala awards banquet
in one of Las Vegas' finest hotels.
The graduate team brought home the first place trophy in
the overall division. The graduate team (pictured above)

consisted of Spyros
Stavrivudes (VP
Forcasting), Ken
Marra (President),
Chris Snider (First
Alternate), Thomas
Storesund (VP mar
keting), Art Gilfus
(VP production/fi
Undergraduate team
nance),
Driss
Benabolallah (VP Operations), and Sanjit Menezes (VP
production/finance)

see BUSINESS on page 2
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"Springtime is the time
for the festival of
hypocrisy: Earth Day"
see pages 4-5
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• Turkish President Turgut Ozal died
Saturday of massive heart failure in the
Turkish capital of Ankara.
Ozal was finishing a twelve-day tour of
five new Turkic Muslim republics emerging
from the chaos of the former Soviet Union
when he collapsed from extreme exhaus
tion. Though doctors worked feverishly to
save his life, his body was already weak
from triple-bypass and prostate cancer sur
gery and wounds from an attempted
assasination; they were unable to revive the
stricken leader.
Ozal was known for taking Turkey to new
levels of international prestige. He engaged
Turkey as an allied force in the Persin Gulf
War, applied for entry into the European
Community and created a Black Sea Coop
eration Zone.
He will be replaced temporarily by
Parliament Speaker Husametin Cindoruk.
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• The United Nations Security Council
voted Saturday to tighten the clamp of
sanctions against Serbia.
The actions, which were accepted 13-0
(Chinaand Russia abstaining), followed bla
tant violations of Security Council requests
by Bosnian Serbs to stop military activity in
eastern Bosnia. The Russians, traditionally
close Serbian allies, have threatened the
Serbs by stating that Russia will not hinder
UN peacekeeping efforts.

• David Koresh and his followers are be • A federal jury found Los Angeles Police
lieved to have committed a mass suicide Sgt. Stacey C. Koon and Officer Laurence
Monday at their Branch Davidian com M. Powell guilty of violating Rodney G.
King's civil rights.
pound near Waco, Texas.
Theodore J. Briseno and Timothy Wind
The cultists apparently set fire to their
compound and remained there until the blaz were acquitted of similar charges. J udge John
ing wallscollapsed around them. It is thought G. Davies ordered Koon and Powell to appear
approximately nine people escaped the in for sentencing on Aug. 4. The two men could
ferno, but the remaing 86 Davidians are pre face up to 10 years in prison and $250,000 in
fines. They are expected to appeal the deci
sumed dead.
Federal agents had attempted an attack on sion before their sentencing date, but it ap
the main building of the compound six hours pears that even if the appeal is not granted, the
before the fire by using tear gas to flush out the officers would not receive maximum sen
cultists. Koresh had warned the FBI that they tences.
would be "devoured by fire" if they tried to
In arriving at the verdicts, the jury appar
harm him.
ently relied heavily upon the videoof the 1991
Survivors reported smelling lantern fuel beating and arrest of Rodney King. They
and hearing someone say, "The fire has been commented that they attempted to draw the
lit," prior to the destruction of the compound. line between "good police officers and bad
Attorney General Janet Reno and President police officers" when they acquitted Briseno
Clinton had approved of the use of tear gas and Wind. Furthermore, testimony by High
prior to the fire. They had believed, though, way Patrol Officer Melanie Singer worked to
that a mass suicide was not part of the picture seal the case. She testified that she did not
and that Koresh was just stalling when he think King was on PCP as the defense had
hinted that it might be.
proclaimed. Consequently, she did not view
him as threat to thesafety of the police officers
• President Clinton and Japanese Prime as they had claimed he was. Testimony by Dr.
Minister Kiichi Miyazawa met Friday to Charles Aronberg was also seen to have had a
discuss ''rebalancing" the trade gap be major impact on the case. He said that King's
injuries could not have happened by a fall to
tween the U.S. and Japan.
Some progress was made, but Miyazawa the ground and to think so was preposterous.
rejected to fully meet targets for increased
purchases of U.S. products.
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•PRESIDENT
continued from page 1
Wednesday with Gene Tribes of Campus
Security to discuss USD's parking prob
lems.
"I want AS to be the catalysts for clubs
and groups to become involved," he said.
"It's not the position or the title that inter
ests me, it's the ability to mobilize people
into doing the good things that they are
doing."
Bohart said that he felt time management
is the key to holding this position. Vertetis,
who is enrolled for 18 units during the first
semester, said he has a good background in
time management with his AS position,
volunteer work and being an RA. He has
had theopportunity to work with each of the
students that makeup the new AS executive
board. Kristin Skow, who was elected to
vice president AS Relations, was also a
junior senator. Vertetissaid that he believes
they work very well together.
"I could not have been more blessed with
four more qualified people," Vertetis said.
So, what will Bohart's plans be after May
1? "Spending time on theCamino/Founders
lawn between classes and not in the office,"
he said. Afterenjoying some vacation time,
he then plans to apply for a fellowship in
Washington, D.C. where he wants to make
his contribution to the world Bohart r.on-

• BUSINESS
continued from page 1

The VISTA is published Thursdays during
the school year, breaks excepted. It is
written and edited by USD students and
funded by revenues they generate. Adver
tising material published is for informational
purposes only, and is not to be construed as
an expressed or implied endorsement or
verification of such commercial ventures by
the staff or the University.

The undergraduate team won in many
quantitative aspects such as top stock
price, topasset base, best return on assets,
best earnings per share, and best credit
rating. Their team consisted of Agus
Tadiono (VP Research), Tony Mizuno
(VP Marketing), Fredrick Nalby (VP

SURFWATCH
ed kotnik

Resident Wave-ologist
Weather and Surf Forecast: April 23-25

The northwest swell will slowly dissipate
toward the middle of the weekend, but a
southwesterly swell will increase. The
outgoing swell will leave waves with
heights up to three feet, while the second
swell should hopefully produce solid waves
head high with larger sets.
The weak low pressure system moving in
late Thursday evening should make for
cooler weather for the weekend. The on
shore flow will return to the San Diego area
with the low pressure system in the vicinity,
but low morning clouds should burn off as
usual.

AS President-elect Tom Vertitis
fessed that the position as AS president made
him do a complete U-tum from wanting "cor
porate America and the car" to wanting a
position in Washington.
"I will be back — in a bow tie," Bohart
promised.

As for diving conditions, you might want
to try a lake this weekend because the ocean
water will be quite disturbed from the wave
activity and from the swells coming from
opposite directions. (This dive report is for
Kevin Papp, who asks me every week what
the diving conditions will be like.)

Tides for the weekend:
LOW TIDE

AM

Forcasting), Birgitta Mohlin ( First Alter
nate), Lena Karlsson-Spencer (VP Fi
nance), Jay Janance (President), and
Patricia Mason (VP Production.
Dr. Mann, who supervised the teams
was very pleased with the effort and the
outcome of the competition. Those inter
ested in finding out more information
about next years' team are

Ht

PM Ht

AM

HIGH TIDE

Ht PM
Ht
F 5:04 -0.5 4:19 1.6 11:19 3.9 10:37
5.9
Sa 5:40 -0.4 4:48 1.9 (12:02) 3.6 11:09
5.8
Su 6:25 -0.3 5:19 2.1 (12:54) 3.4 11:46
5.6
Any questions or comments? Please sub
mit your ideas to the News Mailbox in th<
VISTA Office attention: ed's Surf Watch
Thanks, ed kotnik.
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Car thieves still at large
Tanya Rodrtgues
Staff writer

Despite the arrest of a suspect, recent
car thefts remain unsolved and con
tinue to baffle the USD police.
A suspect was found hiding near
Tanya Lugliani's white Mustang con
vertible. The car had been broken into,
but the ignition was jammed. The cam
pus police had been alerted, and upon
their arrival, they arrested the suspect
After taking the suspect to the city po
lice station, it was decided that the
suspect had been arrested with insuffi
cient evidence, and was released.
There have been 12 car thefts during
this school year. When questioned,

Sgt. Keating of the campus police said
that all the thefts have taken place un
der different circumstances. "Since the
thefts have all been different, I doubt
there's a connection."
John Lambert's truck was stolen on
March 11. Upon his return from a late
class, he parked his car near his Vista
apartment. This was at 9:15 p.m. At
9:30 p.m., a friend saw the truck in the
parking lot. When going out with a
friend at 10:10 p.m., Lambert's friend
asked where the truck was. He pointed
to an empty parking spot, and realized
that the theft had taken place. Lambert
immediately called campus police.

There were no signs of forced
entry, so there wasn't much for the
police to go on. "Obviously, they
see this campus as easy prey. I
don't know why," Lambert re
marked. "I thought we had a pretty
good security system, but these re
cent thefts show some serious defi
ciencies."
Ironically, another friend of
Lambert's saw the truck driven out
of the parking lot ten minutes be
fore the theft was discovered. For
now, Lambert has no hopes for re
covering his truck. "It's long gone
— either into Mexico," or some
where.

BUBBLE PACK • FURNITURE PADS

—UPS, FEDERAL EXPRESS, OTHERS

3

FINE ART • WINE • BIKES • FURNITURE
10% discount to students,
military on shipping

•RESPECT
continued from page 1
de Aztlan (MEChA) and the Stu
dent Alliance Embracing Sexual
Orientation (SAESO) call them
selves "The Center." Together,
these groups have put together a
proposal suggesting the establish
ment of a cultural center, and per

J|j
5265 LINDA VISTA RO.

294-4900
OPEN 7 DAYS

haps more importantly, "shaking
up" the USD community into see
ing that, despite continued efforts,
there is still insufficent value and
respect given to cultural differ
ences.
Although USD has recently re
ceived an Irvine Grant, which funds
continued
development
of
muticulturalism on campus, the

ROBERT'S

Before You Get A Real lob,
take A Real Trip

GERMAN • SWEDISH • JAPANESE • JEEP
Auto tfewice,

See page J of the
OUTLOOK pullout
of this week's Vista for
a special discount!

students
feel that the money should be
used differently. Said Ted
Cantebury, member of SAESO,
"The Irvine Grant gives money
for band-aids that temporarily
addresses the problem of preju
dice. The Center would institu
tionalize a permanent solution."
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ell, it's that time of year
again. Plants are flow
ering. Tecolote Can
yon has not turned brown yet The
NHL playoffs are beginning. It's
spring. Unfortunately, this season
is being ruined once again by the
annual festival of hypocrisy, Earth
Day.
Earth Day is the nadir of thespring.
It is a day of half-truths, socialism,

Michael
Ward

Earth Day a day of deceit & lies

America-bashing and outright lies.
Those who are not as keen on this
day are depicted as evil capitalists
bent on destroying the earth for
their own selfish ends. This could
not be further from the truth. Those
who oppose Earth Day believe in
rational approaches and emphasize
truth.
If some of the leading radicalsare
to be believed, mankind will be out
of business in a few years. Why,
even renowned environmental expertTed Danson hasassured us that
humanity will be extinct within a
decade. The media are filled with
reports about how polluted theU.S.
is and how the public must sacrifice
to avert destruction.
There are a few problems with
these assumptions. First, the United
States hasmade tremendousstrides
in pollution control because of cor
porate innovations, not because of
government edicts that are not based
in reality. Second, even if man
went back to the Stone Age as some
propose, there would be pollution
from volcanos, fires, etc. The most
important fact is that the United
States is not one of the most pol
luted countries in the world. If any

of the radical socialists want to see rently, the government is telling
massive pollution, the Worker's America thatit is wrong to be finan
Paradise that is the former-Soviet cially successful. What incentive
Union would be an excellentchoice. does business have tospend money
America does not even approxi on research when it will only have
mate the levels of contamination in to "contribute" more because of its
the former U.S.S.R. Strange, that success? The reason American fac
just does not get the same amount of tories can be equipped with expen
attention.
sive pollution-control technology
There are also problems with is that America has the financial
other assumptions that environmen resources to allow for it. The
talists make. They assume today is vaunted socialist states like Cuba
the worst period in world history. A and Russia are dirty because they
look at photographs of coal-en do not have private property rights
crusted cities will disprove this. and the benefits of capitalism. If
Some assert that there was no envi these environmentalists were seri
ronmental misbehavior before capi ousabout advocating a clean world,
talism. The fact is that species were they should be calling for free en
hunted toextinction (seen any mam terprise, not the proven failure of
moths lately?) and civilizations were socialism.
wiped out because they misman
Many "environmentalists" also
aged their farmland. These people lack any knowledge of the energy
were not even greedy capitalists!
industry. They "know" all oil com
The fact is that free-market forces panies and nuclear plants are bad.
are the best way to deal with pollu Solar and wind is good. The fact
tion. There are definitely some that the world cannot survive on
areas that need to be improved and solar and wind power alone doesn't
can be improved if government gets seem to enter their minds. In real
out of the way. Air quality will be ity, the big, bad oil companies have
bettered if pollution permits are sold. pioneered many pollution-reducing
These permits will create an incen technologies and have worked ex
tive to become ever cleaner. Cur tensively on alternative sources such

as geothermal energy. But the radi
cals tell companies to use "artificial
platinum" (which doesn't exist) so
they can avoid mining, develop only
electric cars (but where will all this
electricity come from?) and other
ridiculous ideas. Meanwhile, the
evil companies continue to improve
the environment with new technol
ogy they sell and use for profit.
It is time that the heroic "envi
ronmentalists" be held accountable
for their statements and actions.
They claim they only want to pre
serve life on the planet. But Earth
First has deemed lumberjacksquite
expendable. They claim they are
not against capitalism. But why is
there such deafening silence about
Soviet pollution? They claim they
want to help the world reach a
"higher" economy, but, they are
still willing to accept money made
by theevil capitalist societies. They
claim they are on a moral crusade.
But, they have repeatedly admitted
that they have lied to further their
goals. They claim they will listen to
debate, but, anyone who dares sug
gest alternatives is branded as evil.
The radical environmental move
ment is based on hypocrisy and

deceit
No sane person favors destroy
ing everything on earth. There are
areas that America needs to work
on. But this work can be carried out
rationally. America should not tol
erate the killing of lumberjacks, the
destruction of the economy, the
outright lies being spread and other
patterns inherent in the radical environmentalism associated with
Earth Day.
This writer will not "celebrate"
Earth Day. He is not a hypocrite.
He turns off lights, recycles, walks
to class and does all the appropriate
things. He did not go off the deep
end. The writer believes man ispart
of natureand should respectand use
it. To prove this, he will be having
on Earth Day the ultimate symbol
of American evil, a hamburger.
So on Earth Day, just think. Who
are the real environmentalists? Are
they the watermelons (green on the
outside and red on the inside) who
will be marching around Central
Park and then leave the usual 20
tons of trash? Or is it the oil com
pany that has set up a geothermal
plant at its own cost? Just wonder
ing.

Injustice in the classroom
Broken back not a good enough reason to make work up
"Each instructor will publish at
tendance regulations at the begin
ning of the course and will state
what penalties will be imposed for
excessive absences."
So reads the University's policy
on attendance. Obviously, the policy
is intended to balance the goal of
maximizing each students educa
tion with the needed flexibility from
class to class, instructor to instruc
tor and case to case.
Because of the University of San
Diego's proximity to the beach, stu
dents sometimes skip Friday classes
in lieu of self-proclaimed three-day
weekends. Certainly, by everyone's
definition, this should be consid-

VISTA Editorial
ered an unexcused absence and the
absent student should be aware of the
consequences. It should be the goal of
all professors to outline an attendence
policy that allows a student to weigh
the pros and cons of attending class.
Valerie Attisha never intended to
miss nine days of class because of a
broken back — but she did. And, as a
result, Attisha missed at least two
quizzes, one exam and missed the due
date for a paper. Yet, her instructor, a
part-time Political Science professor,
is not allowing her to make up the
quizzes. In accordance with the

professor's attendence policy, Attisha
will be allowed to make up the exam
on the day of the final and her paper
will be accepted for half credit.
The professor's attendance policy
was verbally explained but not pub
lished in the course syllabus. The
printing of each class' attendence
policy in the syllabus is required by
University attendance policy.
Attisha's course grade dropped from
an "A" to an "F." Obviously, she was
not enjoying herself on the beach.
Classes are important, but life should
come first.
Students have a responsibility to
attend class or suffer the conse
quences. Professors can't be expected

to make exceptions for everyone
who misses a quiz. But in the
case of medical emergencies, es
pecially those severe enough to
require extended absence, a stu
dent should not be held to the
standard attendance policies. A
little understanding on the part
of the professor shouldn't be too
much to ask.
True, inflexibility and bureau
cracy may be the reality at CSU
and UC campuses, but students
pay upwards of $25,000 to at
tend USD to get personal atten
tion rather than to be treated like
a number. Attisha deserves no
less.
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Letters

to the Editor
Gender voting

The evils of Disneyland
Other campuses are loaded with
them. Armies of "Politically Cor
rect" (PC)students and faculty who
are hard at work, fighting for the
minds of students and the soul of
the American university.
Their goals, as they see them, are
to combat oppression, racism,
homophobia, imperialism and sex
ism. To this traditional list have
been added new forms of evil such
as specieism and lookism (glancing
at someone in a bad way).
In reality, they have fought to
censor people who do not agree
with them and have become so en
thralled in their "revolutionary" vi
sion that they see evils like racism
and sexism absolutely everywhere.
Men complimenting women (the
prefered spelling is womyn) is out
of the question because it's sexist,
opening a door for them is equally
offensive, some PC feminists have
argued that all sex is fundamentally
rape and have called on women to
recognize their inescapable lesbi
anism and destroy the family alto
gether.
This world view is outright sad.
Imagine someone right now at Ber
keley, Michigan or Duke crying
foul because someone opened a door
for her.
Recently, I visited Disneyland,
"the Happiest Place on Earth," they

Mario
H. Lopez
call it. Not if you want to bd politi
cally correct, it isn't. Disneyland is
a prime example of our evil oppres
sive society and iteven perpetuates
oppression.
What's there not to like for the
politically correct person? Plenty.
Let's start at the ticket booth.
The $30 dollar admission is clearly
undeserved. I mean, Disney actu
ally makes profit and employs, that
is, exploits, workers.
On to Main Street First of all
there's a bank. Banks are oppres
sive instruments of capitalists used
to keep the masses down. What
about all those old cars and fire
engines that are used to transport
people 25 yards down the road?
Not very ecologically aware.
The Swiss Family Treehouse (in
Adventureland) says that it is okay
todestroy somepooroldbird's house
for the comfort of humans, a clear
example of speciesism. Tom
Sawyer's island also promotes
environmetal destrustion by having
kids frolic in nature, thereby dis
turbing it.

Big Thunder Ranch imprisons
horses and burros. The Golden
Horseshoe Revue has women danc
ers; this is degrading and exploitive.
No improvements are to be found
in the new attraction, Mickey's
Toontown. In it, there are rendi
tions of both Mickey's and Minnie's
houses. Minnie's house empasizes
a make-up room, a big kitchen and
nice decorations. Mickey's, on the
other hand, has a den with tons of
books and a backyard movie studio.
How sexistcan you get! Obviously
this tries to indoctrinate children
into accepting that men should be
learned and work while women
should stay home and cook.
As if all of this isn't enough,
there is the ultimate example of
oppression: It's a Small World.
This ride perpetuates prejudices
about minority groups. The Mexi
cans are all depicted with sombre
ros, figures from African nations
are beating on drums and dressed in
tribal makeup, Asians are in
ricefarming peasant attire. They
could go on for days listing the
injustices. All of this makes the
politically correct stomach churn.
What is truly sickening is that
I'm not joking. Peopleactually walk
around and think this kind of stuff,
about everything, ready to spot evil
everywhere, even at Disneyland.

OPINION BLIPS & BITES •

As predicted in the April 1 Pravda section of the VISTA, Arizona's timber industry is now indeed
threatened by the spotted owl. This time the MexicanSpotted Owl has been placed on the endangered
species list.

i

The Cincinatti Fire Marshall hasdeclared that the Roman CatholicChurch's traditional Easter Pascal
Candle is a fire hazard. Courts delayed a decision until at least June, which allows the dangerous
candles to remain lit Will the ACLU defend Catholics' rights to keep their traditions intact?
According to FBI reports, violence among youth ages 10-17 has increased 27 percent over the last
10 years. Experts blame fractured families, a lack of discipline and lowered respect for parents.
Family values? Nah, who needs them?
The Atlantic Monthly's cover story about the harm being done to children by the denigration of the
family prompted it to use the headline "Dan Quayle was right"
"Peace be with you, oh great one." - A sign on the roadway used by former President Bush's
motorcade in Kuwait, where he was honored for his commitment to halting Saddam Hussein's crimes
against that country. Meanwhile, Clinton only had these words about the Gulf War: "I agreed with
the minority but would have voted with the majority."
A new study shows that only 1 percent of the population is homosexual. This is far from the lOpercent
guesstimate long in use by radical homosexual groups.

In response to Mario H.
Lopez's April 1 article, "A
Woman President?" I too have
heard sexist comments regarding
the election of a woman AS
president. Taken at face-value,
this does appear to be reversesexism: a practice that is just as
condemnable as sexism itself.
However, if Lopez had hung
around long enough to either hear
the end of the discussions or to
inquire further into the rationale
of the potential voters, he may
have encountered different
information which would explain
the comments being said. For
years, women have been op
pressed as the weaker sex. This is
common knowledge and requires
no further discussion. In this
light, I would like to bring up the
male-chauvinist comments that
were also floating around this
election year at USD.
Over the past few weeks, I have
heard comments, both directly
and indirectly, regarding the
inability of a female candidate to
handle the job as president of the
Associated Students at USD.
Some of these comments were
said in joking, a kind of humor
that is tolerable but not altogether
funny. Others were said matterof-factly, and a few were spoken
out of the maliciousness directed
toward the election's only female
presidential candidate, Valerie
Attisha. These comments are
unacceptable, and are specifically
what this editorial is directed
toward.
Given comments such as these,
it is no wonder that women take
offense so easily. In small
amounts, chauvinism can be
shrugged off as simply an opinion
of a close-minded person. In
larger doses, it can damage the
women's sense of self-worth.
When a person makes a
comment such as "USD needs a
woman president," he or she is
not saying that USD does not
neeed a male president. Voting
for someone specifically because
of his or her gender is wrong, and
any person — male or female ~
who makes a comment such as
this must be able to back it up
with solid rationales as to why
one candidate is preferrable over
another. I agree with Lopez when
he said that USD needs a good
student president, regardless of
gender. To place a vote for a
person for any reason other than
in support of their qulaifications is
an abuse of the democratic
system.
What I believe the people
overheard by Lopez meant was
that "Candidate X is more
favorable to me than Candidate Y,
and the fact that she is a woman is
a true advance in the direction of
erasing 'divisive lines based on
gender, race or ethnicity'" ~ a
step that Lopez defends in his
article. If people on campus did

vote based specifically on gender,
barring all other factors, then they
have, in fact, become the oppres
sors themselves. It is people like
these who give the feminist
movement a bad name. Lopez's
spelling of the word "'womyn'
(always remember to take out the
man)"' was a cheap shot against
the majority of women, who are
not man-haters. (Ed. Note: It is
not the author who has suggested
that spelling but rather certain
feminist groups.) Wanting to be
equal to men does not equate with
hating men. Knocking the entire
female gender because of a few
offenders is wrong, and Lopez
clearly discriminates against all
women by putting forth such a
comment.
By writing this article, I do not
wish to alienate AS President
elect Tom Vertetis or endorse
Valerie Attisha. Both stood their
ground on what they believed in,
providing for some arguments for
views upon which they should be
judged, and both would have done
an excellent job. Nor do I wish to
attack Lopez concerning his
article. Lopez's point is correct
and well taken. However, it was
poorly constructed and provided
one side of the controversial
argument and is deserving of a
rebuttal. Who I do find fault in is
the select persons who intention
ally or unintentionally denounced
the idea of a female president. I
personally challenge any
suggesters of this view to defend
your argument that a woman is
not fit for the presidency. If the
biases are not based upon any
rationale, then they are not worth
the air they were spoken in.
Eventually, there will come a
time in which men and women
will be equal, and the mere fact
that a woman or man is running
for office will not even be the
matter of discourse. Until that
point, women must continue to
push for rights and equality. Any
views based on gender are
unfounded, whether they dis
criminate against men or women.
Negative comments only hinder
what is to come: they do not stop
it Therefore, keep your com
ments to yourself.

JENNIFER RAKERS

Write to us!
The VISTA welcomes your letters
and commentaries. Letters should
be no more than one double-spaced
page. Bring it to the office (down
stairs in the UQ before noon on the
Mondayprior to publication. Names
can be withheld in printing but cor
respondence must be signed and
must include a phone number for
verification purposes. Please also
include year and major. The Vista
reserves the right to edit for pur
poses of length and clarity.
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Who needs a fur coat, anyway?
• Each day hundreds of animals fall victim to extinction at the hands of humankind
Danielle Elliott
Staff Writer
On the fifth day God said, "Let the water
teem with an abundance of living creatures
and on theearth let birds fly beneath the dome
of the sky." And so it happened. On the sixth
day, He said, "Let the earth bring forth all
kinds of livingcreatures; cattle, creepy things
and wild animals of all kinds." And so it
happened. And God saw how good it was.
Now many of these animals that God
created are in danger. Though many don't
realize this, as James Balog, author of "Sur
vivors: A New Vision of Endangered Wild
life" pointed out, "Through television,maga
zines, books and calendars, we continually
feed ourselves scenes of wildlife surrounded
by glorious vistas, exquisite plant life, and
Technicolor sunsets. Such romantic imagery
creates a sense thatall is right with the world,
that Eden is still out there, that the idyll will
exist forever."
Balog continued bluntly, "Unprecedented
numbers of mammals, birds, reptiles, and
amphibians are facing extinction: More than
a thousand species and subspecies are pres
ently considered threatened, and hundreds
more are under enough pressure that they

The sea otter.
The grizzly bear.
God giveth and man taketh away.
Lions and tigers and bears, oh my.
Lions and tigers, oh my.
Lions
OH MY!"
~Danielle Elliott
need considerable protection."
This is the problem, but why? Some of
these animals aredying out them selves, some
are being killed for food or by poachers, and
some are dying at the hands of the very people
that are trying to protect them.
Certain people, such as Patrick Brenchley
and his colleagues at the University of
Liverpool, believe that extinctions are com
pletely natural as they area result of climactic

changes. Brenchley stated, "Most of the
extinctions can be attributed toa global change
related to the ice age."
Others recognize that poachers are also a
cause of extinction. In the 1980s, poachers
claimed 3000 to 4000 elephants a year in
Kenya, simply for their ivory tusks. Rhinos
and walruses are also a favorite victim due to
their horns. The same is true for tigers and
other members of the cat family for their

beautiful coats.
Due to a number of laws and bans, poach
ing has become limited. George Schaller, a
wildlife biologist and scientific director of
WCS, the field biology arm of the Bronx Zoo,
recognizes that "perhaps the animal lovers'
greatest recent triumph was the 1989 ban on
trade on ivory, a move intended to stop the
elephant slaughter in east Africa." It worked.
The numbersof mortalities in elephants dove
from an astonishing 3000 - 4000 annually to
fewer than 50.
Certain people argue against bans such as
this. For example, journalist Raymond
Bonner, a native of Nairobi argues, "The
growing elephant population has meant the
destruction of the habitat for other species:
impala, giraffes, bush babies and monkeys,
kudus, bushbuck and genet" Even ivory
trade foes admit that this growth, within the
next 10 years, "may be large enough to allow
legal ivory trade."
"But there are perils in legalizing what
had once been contraband,"stated Bonner.
He cited as an example a situation that has
almost completely wiped out the Orinoco
crocodile. In order to deter poachersand save

see ENDANGERED on page 7

The San Diego Trolley could be hazardous
to the health of Mission Valley flood plains
Justin Mac Naughton
Special to the VISTA
The San Diego Trolley will soon
be invading Mission Valley, cost
ing over $230,000,000 in San
Diego's sales tax revenues.
The Metropolitan Transit Devel
opment Board (MTDB) with back
ing from Chevron Corporation, who
financed the Trolley's en viionmental impact reports, wants to intro
duce six miles of new trolley track
through the heart of Mission Val
ley.
The track would run west, from
the already existing track that paral
lels highway 5, to the east through
Old Town, up thecenter of Mission
Valley past highway 163 and paral
lel the San Diego River. In many
places, the track itself would be
elevated and supported by a 10 to
13 foot tall structure.
MTDB is meeting opposition
from The River Valley Preserva
tion Project (RVPP) and their sup
porters. RVPP is a local environ
mental group campaigning to save
Mission Valley's Flood Plain and
the environmentally sensitive wet
lands in the area. RVPP claims that
if the Trolley plan is put into effect,
there will be serious safety hazards

Above: The downtown
work crowd board the
trolley to go home.
1 Left: The San Diego Trol
ley.

and environmental problems to con
tend with along with the millions of
dollars it will cost San Diego tax
payers to implement the new stretch
of track.
MTDB's proposed route for the
trolley will run directly through the
dangerous San Diego River Valley

Flood Plain. This area of Mission
Valley is a natural flood way that,
during peak rain season, caters to
frequent flooding. This past winter,
during an extremely rainy season,
rains submerged The Star Dust Golf
Course, located in the valley flood
plain, under more than two feet of

water in some places.
Such flooding over the years has
caused the sandy ground to become
soft and shifty, making it an ex
tremely dangerous foundation for
buildings and support structures.
This type of foundation is referred
to as alluvial sands and is vulner
able toextreme dangers from lique
faction.

Liquefaction occurs when these
sands "liquefy" during earthquakes
— liquefaction was responsible for
most of the damage during San
Francisco's earthquake in 1989.
RVPP is concerned that MTDB will
build on alluvial sands, increasing
the chances of structures collapsing
during a liquefaction process.
"This could be one of the most
beautiful valleys in the world if it
had been left as it was," claims
Randy Berkman, R VPP's president.
MTDB's new six miles of track will
destroy even more of this scenic
valley including a portion of
California's remaining ten percent
of environmentally sensitive wet
lands, a wildlife habitat, the last
remaining farm in Mission Valley
and what could be some of the most
beautiful scenery in our city.
The area that will be developed
by MTDB's new Trolley line is
home to many creatures that rely on
a wetland habitat in order to sur
vive. If the proposal becomes a
reality, the many species of Egrets,
ducks, sandpipers and the endan
gered California Tern are some of
the many birds that will be forced to
make their homes elsewhere.
Chevron's proposal to develop

see TROLLEY on page 7
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Yes, we have no spotted owls
H Never-ending battle between species comes to head in congress
Bryan Dobson
Staff Writer

The recent conflict in Portland, Ore. be
tween environmentalists and loggers has re
kindled interest in the future of environmen
tal policies in America. The essence of the
conflict in Oregon is "jobs vs. owls." Not an
easy debate when considering the impor
tance of employment and the urgent situation
of the nearly extinct Northern spotted owl.
The Pacific Northwest is the location of
some of the most valuable softwood timber in
the country, and an estimated 20,000 jobs in
the timber industry. But, it is also home to the
Northern spotted owl. Approximately 80 to
90 percent of the owl's original home has
already been destroyed by the timber indus
try. Waiting in the wings are dozens of
species that have been or could be placed on
the endangered species list due to their de
pendence on the same habitat.
Today, approximately 450 different spe

cies are threatened by pollution and develop
ment in the U.S. — What can be done?
The Endangered Species Act was passed
by Congress in 1973and allowed the govern
ment to completely stop any action in order to
protect a species. According to Scientific
American, 'The statute protects endangered
species — animals and plants in the U.S. and
elsewhere — against hunting, trading and
any other activities that might harm them or
their habitats."

450 different species
are threatened by
poilution and devel
opment.
This act originally expired in 1985. It was
given a temporary extension while Congress
decided how and whatit wouldchange before
it could be renewed. It was eventually re
newed in 1988, but in the meantime more

• ENDANGERED
continued from page 6

the animals, the government set up licensed breeding areas.
Unfortunately, things backfired, and these breeding farms
became a cover for poaching and laundering.
John Timson, a biologist and writer, raised an important
question: "Wherever mankind's activities threaten the ex
tinction of another species it seems only right that we should
step in before its too late. But suppose the real cause is nature
itself? Should we then play God and interfere in the process
of intervention?"

than 80 additional species have been declared
extinct while waiting to be added to the
endangered species list, and another 170 may
have become extinct.
Upon renewal, this act funded the program
at the 1985 level of $25 million a year plus
inflation. In 1992, the last year of the autho
rization, the budget would reach a high of $66
million. The fine for violating any part of the
act was increased from $20,000 to $50,000.
This bill turned out to be much weaker than
its supporters had intended; but, according to
Science, after three years of "legislative
limbo," they were content to let it pass.
The Endangered Species Act is up for
renewal once again. With the self titled
"environmental president"in office, it should
not have trouble getting through. But it is
more than a matter of just passing. The
effectiveness of the bill depends on its even
tual form when it gets through. An amend
ment to the act has been proposed by Rep.
Geiry Studds (D-Mass.) which strengthens

the power of government to intervene in
situations where species are threatened at
home and abroad. Furthermore, this amend
ment would speed up the application process
that a species must undergo in order to be
included on the list
Currendy, a species must be nominated for
the list by scientists, environmental groups or
the Fish and Wildlife Service before an analy
sis can beconducted todetermine the validity
of the nomination. By the time a species is
listed it may be too late. This amendment
would enhance the effectiveness of the En
dangered Species Act. In the case of "jobs vs.
owls," it would allow the government to
efficiently and legally stop the logging indus
try from destroying the minute remainder of
the Northern spotted owl's homeland. Those
who feel strongly about supporting the pres
ervation of endangered species and would
like to see this bill and amendment passed
unscathed should contact their congressperson
and express their concern.

Dr. DJ. Schubert, director of investigations for the Fund
Some argue that the process is anything but natural.
for
Animals, agrees with this view stating, "The captive
George Schaller said, "Stupidity, greed and indifference are
breeding
programs are not recovery plans, but recovery
causing mankind to hasten the loss of the world's wildlife. He
gambles."
Dr. Schubert is currendy trying to find a way to
cites in his award-winning book,"The Serengeti Lion" count
less frauds, cover-ups, lies, and fatal mistakes that are pres save the rapidly depleting number of Florida panthers.
According to Schuller's research and calculations, the
ently endangering China's giant panda.
Schaller believes that the animals should be helped, but black rhino may be extinct by the year 2025. The same is true
only in the wild, because he believes that captivity can be for the African elephant, the giant panda, and the Bengal tiger.
What other animals are in danger? The shark, for one.
detrimental. He particularly faults Bejing for their handling
of the giant panda. He admonishes them for, as he says, Samuel Gruber, a professor of marine science at the Univer
"Bejing knew that they die in captivity faster than they sity of Miami said, "My figures show that commercial fish
erman alone take approximately 100,000,000 sharks a year."
reproduce."

• TROLLEY

continued from page 6

210 acres in the heart of Mission Valley is
estimated to bring in an additional 67,000
automobile trips per day. The proposed Trol
ley line would only eliminate 1 percent of
today's traffic, not accounting for the in
crease of commuters that will accompany
Chevron's proposed development
The Trolley will not help reduce the traffic,
nor reduce the pollutants from the increased
exhaust, but it will succeed in reducing our
wedands, evicting some of our local animals
from their homes and slimming down even
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OUR SPECIAL RATES AND DISCOUNTS!
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFO...

260-4714

further the scarce natural green areas in San
Diego.
Even without the extreme dangers of liq
uefaction or the destruction to our environ
ment, it is illegal for MTDB to lay tracks
through the San Diego Valley flood plain
according to Executive Order 11988 which
prohibits building in flood plains "wherever
there is a practicablealternative." In Mission
Valley there are many alternatives. Building
environmentally safe trolley routes that avoid
floodplains, adding more bus service or uti
lizing the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) in helping administer standards for
cost effectiveness are acceptable alternatives.
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By Jeremy Watson

Where is my
Buttercup?

I

s there such a thing as true
love anymore? It seems
that people are less apt to
go with their gut feelings,
and in a sense drag a relationship
out to a point where you are try
ing to hate each other instead of
trying to find waysto love each
other. I am not trying to be philo
sophical, but has there been a
recent attitude change?
A fan of old movies, I came
across "Desk Set" at the local
video store and rented it. The
movie featured Katherine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy at
their finest. Hepburn played the
head of a resource department.
Tracy, a computer genius, was
hired to install a computer (re
member, this was the 50s) in her
department Of course, the re
source departmen t wasafraid they
would all lose their jobs. This,
though, was only the basic plot.
The real, underlying theme was
true love.
Hepburn's character had been
seeing an executive at the firm
for about six years. She thought
she would surely marry him and
awaited his proposal. But he was
content with them merely spend
ing weekends together. With
Tracy on the scene, his appear
ance shook up more than just the
resource department The movie
ended with Hepburn's character
giving up on her six-year rela
tionship and accepting Tracy's
marriage proposal after only two
weeks.
I know this was only a movie,
but does this kind of love (yes,
true love) exist today? How many
of us would like it to happen?
And is a relationship better if it is
carried out over six years? Four
years? Two years? Why was
"Pretty Woman" so popular?
Why did people cry during
"E.T."?
One of the newer movies I
have enjoyed is 'The Princess
Bride." Sure, it was funny and
well made, but wouldn't we all
like to be either Buttercup or
Wesley? True love is wonderful.

Top Five Movies
Last Week
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

"Cop and a Half'
"Adventures of Huck
Finn"
"Boiling Point"
"The Sandlot"
"Indecent Proposal"

A
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ctually according to the
Media Center Assis
tant Carl Boals, this
dream was a reality
about a decade ago.
A low-power, 15-watt radio sta
tion with a range of approximately
a half-mile was broadcast from a
small, soundproof room downstairs
in Camino Hall room C-20. This
radio station was run by USD stu
dents for USD students.
Many college campuses provide
a hands-on experience via an oncampus radio station. Students at
UCSD have a student-run radio sta
tion, and students at SDSU can take
classes such as audio production,
news writing and editing, and elec
tronic media management to get
hands-on training. Student work in
an upper-division class at SDSU
called Radio programming is even
broadcast on KPBS-FM.
Katharine Knutson, a graduating
USD senior and a mass-media em
phasis communication major says,
"I have to go out on my own andget
a tape professionally done." She is
finding this opportunity in her cur
rent internship, but not from her
course work.
USD has the potential to have
operating equipment, but students
do not have the access—either in a
class or from the media center.
As well as having a video library
of more that 2,000 video cassettes,
compact-discs and tapes, USD's
Media Center has an editing booth
and studio room. The existence of
this equipment is not known to many
USD students. Access is very re
stricted, says a student employee in
the Media Center.
Several faculty members in Com
munication Studies have other ideas
for the use of the equipment avail-

removed at the last minute from the
class offerings for Spring, 1993, but
it will be offered this summer.
Dobkin suggests that offering the
course in the summer is a "test" for
the course. The administration is
hoping for a small enrollment to
ensure that adequate equipment is
available and that the course runs
smoothly.
Although Boals reports that the
equipment is adequate, Dobkin be
lieves that more equipment is nec
essary. But admits that the only
way to get it is a donor or outside
grant. The Communication faculty
have little time or resources to pur
sue this option.
Dobkin does say that the first
thing the department needs is a
University commitment of space.
She is currently trying to apply for
a grant.
One of the major setbacks is the
administration's fear of the com
Tanya Kuzyk
munication major becoming too
Saff Writer
technical. Dobkin says this fear is
not founded because no one in the
able, both in the "radio room" and Many departments are in a squabble department supports an emphasis
the media center.
over Camino room C-20 and the 1/ on training. She says thata produc
Assistant Professor Bethami 2-inch editing deck in storage, ac tion class would bea much-needed
supplement to the theories taught in
Dobkin and department Chair Larry cording to Dobkin.
Williamson have been pushing for
Room C-20 is "no longer set up many communication classes in the
a broadcast production class to be as a studio and there is a conflict same way labs supplement the theo
offered in Communication Studies. over designation of space for that ries taught in science classes.
Boals says that, six years ago, a
Boals reports that he would co purpose," Dobkin reports. Space is
custodian who uses the radio room
operate and that the class was ap currently the major hold-up.
Despite the final, a production for storage reported that several
proved "up to the last inch."
With equipment, cooperation class COMM 135, Principles of amplifiers were missing. Without
from the Media Center and enthusi Broadcast Production has been this equipment another station is
asm from Communication faculty, added to the new course catalog. impossible, Boals says. According
Dobkin is scheduled to teach the tohim.USDmust either repurchase
what is missing?
The debate over the production course and is one of the most vocal the equipment or find a donor for
course is a "bureaucratic mess," proponents for the new listing. She the equipment, but neither Dobkin
says Dobkin. The problems facing received additional technical train nor Williamson were aware of this
thecourse's implementation include ing in January to teach the course. complication.
Dobkin says that the class was
more than just gaining approval.

Radio-Free

"Broadcasting live from the Uni
versity of San Diego we present to
you ..." What is it? A radio sta
tion at USD? A communication
major's dream? A goal obtainable
only years in the future? Or is it a
flashback from the past?

ONLY AT USD
POST IT

CALENDAR

Seniors have a chance to offer their own prayer at graduation, the first
time it has ever been done. Due by May 3 at the Student Affairs
Office. For seniors only. The 2-minute prayer will be read by the
author during the closing/benediction. More details will be discussed at
today's Senior Meeting, or call Colleen Quick at 276-5306. The
prayer will be chosen by a committee of students and administrators.
All other entries will be printed in the commencement handbook.

Thursday, April 22

For prayer and adoration the exposition of the Blessed Sacrament (at
the altar) will be held every Monday from 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the
Immaculata. Stop by the church in your free time, or you may dedicate
a designated hour by signing in at the parish vestibule. For more
information, contact the office secretary, 8:30 a.m.-noon, 1 p.m.-4:30
p.m. M-F.

SENIORS: Here's a chance to be remembered
for years to come by appearing in the VISTA.
Submit your picture and a 2-3 paragraph
essay on a review of your stay at USD. Please
include the joys and difficulties, pros and
cons. These will be printed in the final issue
of the VISTA. Entries due by April 28 (please
put in College Life box at the VISTA office).

• Earth Day Bazaar in front of the UC.
• Senior Class meeting and class picture 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Shiley
Theatre.
• Senior Happy Hour at Guava Beach, 7 p.m. to whenever at N.
Mission Beach.
• Movie: "Emerald Forest" 7:30 p.m. in UC 107.

Friday, April 23
• Ocean Beach Appreciation Day, meet by UC ATM at 2:30 p.m.
• Senior Banquet, 6:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Red Lion Inn. Ticket required.

Saturday, April 24
• Bus stop cleanups, meet by the UC ATM at 10 a.m.

Sunday, April 25
• Balboa Park Earth Day Extravaganza, meet at UC ATM at 11 a.m.
• Senior Mass, 7 p.m. in Founders Chapel.

Thesday, April 27
• Opening of Student Art Gallery, 5:30-7:30 p.m. in Serra Hall.
Refreshments will be served. (Runs from 4/26-5/7)
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Late night dorm room pontification
It's 1:36 a.m., Wednesday morning. The Grateful Dead's
St. Stephen can be heard form the other side of Jasper's
dorm room door. I knock twice and enter the partially lit
room. Jasper is carpet lounging, reading Blake among
artistically placed articles of dirty clothing.
"'A man needs a touch of madness, otherwise he will
never be free,"' exclaims Jasper.
"Now Blake is one cat that I'd like to hang with," he says
as he holds up the book. "I do know this girl who's into
astrology and some version of metaphysics, maybe she
could channel Willy B.and the two of uscould philosophize
over a couple mochas. But then again, she said she won't
go out with me until she does my star chart to gauge our
compatibility."
"I don't know much about start charts, Blake's work or
why a woman would give such a creative excuse not to go
out with you," I say, "but I do know I can't sleep." I step
over a small conga drum, a Siamese cat and jump into the
hammock that hangs between the walls of the small room.
"There was a fire alarm at about 3 a.m. last night and it
totally screwed me up. I didn't fall asleep again until
sunrise. Where were you last night?"
"I was over at my brothers. I just had to get away from
the sterility of this place," says Jasper as he grabs a har
monica off the floor and taps it against his thigh. "There's
no spunk here, that's the best way to put it. A lot of prom
kings and queens, nice palm trees, even a tram, but no
spunk. It's like an egg shell with no yolk."
"Well, at least you missed the alarm," I say. "It's bad
enough waking up thinking that the world is in a state of
exhilarated phantasmagoria(trivia fact: this is the first time
the word phantasmagoria has been used in Flu's Views),
but this one caused the premature termination of a great
dream. I was sitting Indian style with Jesusinabowl of lime
jello, discussing the importance of R.E.M. in contemporary
society. I think we were in my Mom's refrigerator, but I am
not sure. Jesus said they became too commercial after
Life's Rich Pageant. I said the same thing happened to him
after the Crusades."
"You had a vision!" shouts Jasper. "Flu, modern dream
interpretation would say you should start a new church
based entirely on the music of R.E.M."
"I would," I say, "but I can't play the mandolin. Sorry.
Speaking of religions, there was almost a fight last night.

the fact that there's no graffiti on any of the stop signs on
campus. I'd expect at least one would read, "STOP WAR"
or"STOPTHEPERSECUT10NOFSIDEWALKSNAILS"
or "STOP" something, but no, they're all shiny red. Main
tenance probably waxes them daily."
"Montana," I interject. That's where I'm heading. "I'll
But like Juliet said this morning, 'Fighting at USD is like be the Thoreau of the north west."
"Montana? Brazil's more my style. But I need some
dating at USD, it's threatened a lot, but it never actually
cash. Hey.Igotthisideaforacafe.I'm sure we could make
happens.'"
Jasper places the harmonica to his mouth and plays a short a hundred grand in a year. I want tocall it Kafka's Kafe. I'll
blues riff. Unsatisfied with the sound, he looks into the holes suspend chrome furniture from the ceiling, put padding on
and then shoots the harmonica like a basketball into an open the walls and paint the place asylum-white. Do you think I
cereal box on the floor. "Ya, this place frustrates me. It has could pass as German? Anyhow, I'll first have ...
I start to write on the pad of paper: Myfinger on the power
such potential, but at the same time it's lacking so much."
I graba note pad and pen off the desk and start to sketch the button of the old car stereo, I gaze over at Jasper sitting in
smoke coming off the incense stick. "I always thought of the passenger seat. If it'sa male singer, we go north," / say
college as being a center where a variety of opinionated, but confidently. "A female, east, an instrumental, south." I
open-minded individuals would come together to explore and spin the tunerknobwhile Jaspergivesahand-to-highdrumexpress themselves. There are pockets of it here, but I guess roll to build suspense. My finger slowly pushes ihe button
I expected more. I don' t know, maybe I' ve seen too many '60s and the scratchy voice of Joe Cocker fills the air.
"Alaska, he re we come!" shouts Jasper. I turn the key,
documentaries."
the VW comes alive and our adventure begins. What we
Jasper walks over to his CD player and turns off the Dead.
"It has nothing to do with the '60s, trendy environmental were searching for was unclear, we simply knew we had to
"Flu! Flu!" says Jasper. I look up from my note pad
posters cw Carpe Diem T-shirts. It's about a raw feeling of
wildness, and it just ain't here. I think you're too generous by and see Jasper sitting on the floor.
"Kafka's Kafe? Did you hear a word I said?"
even saying that there are 'pockets' of it. The bodies on this
"I am sorry, I started writing and missed a little."
campus are on auto-pilot. Get up, go to class, drink beer. Get
"Flu-man, you don't want to die with a pen in your hand
up, go to class, drink beer. Get up go, go to class, drink beer.
The only variation in the pattern is maybe an occasional IM and chair marks on your ass. You need to live the life of the
game or the location of where they drink beer. I feel most inferior poet - never having time to write down the poem
sorry for the comatosed business majors. Four years of that he lives. Anyhow, forget about Kafka's, I gota cheaper
graphs and distant theories, avoiding all that is truly human, plan than Brazil: Baja. I read that there's a place in Puerto
drawn by the belief that they'll soon have fist fulls of money Escondido were you can live for fifty cents a day. They give
to make them happy. 'At least I can get a job with a business ya your own space with two trees, a hammock and bucket
degree,' they say. Then they all march off wearing the same of drinking water. I got about $150 left on my credit card,
suits, interview with the same companies and end up selling I think I'll head down there and stay for a year."
"What would you eat?"
ties at Macy's."
"I could fish or I'll bring a deck of cards and gamble for
"I bought a tie at Macy's once. It's the only one I ever
my meals. Maybe they'dgive me adeal if I brought my own
bought."
Jasper looks at me, slightly perturbed that I interrupted his hammock."
And so the rest of the conversation went, like they did
speech.
"It's a great tie, dark red with little greenish paisleys on it." most nights before and have most nights since, until we
"Don't patronize me, what I'm talking about is serious, eventually went to sleep. And both of us were a couple
man. It is all around us, from the fake Cheerios in the caf to minutes late to our eight o'clock classes.
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i KfSIPENCE LIFE
1993-94 CAMPUS HOUSING

USD HOUSIK6

REMEMBER:

Last day for "Squatter's Rights" option

APRIL 23

This includes all deposits from selected roommates and
their completed contracts.

Last day to enter Lottery

Thursday, April 29

graduation is a big event in
the lives of your parents
and family...as it is in yours.
The USD <BOO%STO(%L
stocks a variety of items to
make your graduation even
more memorable including
Certificates of Appreciation,
graduation thank^you notes
and a ivide selection of
emblematic merchandise.

Diploma Plaque
Present and disvtav vour diploma. Wood color
dunces available.

UNDERGRADUATE DIPLOMA 542.95
GRADUATE DIPLOMA 562.95

© _r

USD
Thank You
Notes

Write a ihanx \vu note to show jcvrzctanon m
the proper manner. Notes use a ootd aiaravtd USD
seal and come 10 ver pacxaae.

S5.95 PER PACKAGE OF 10

Sisnaseals

A $150 Room Reservation Deposit is necessary to
sign up for fall housing. Housing is not guaranteed
until necessary forms and 1993-94 Housing and Dining
Service Contract is completed and on file in the
Housing Office.

THE HOUSING OFFICE
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
Extension 4622
Monday - Friday 8:00-5:00

Cold Foil ' 'Class Jt 93'' Labels seat \vwr announce
ment envelope and add a mart at distinction to
\xnir graduation announcements.

S2.95 PEF PACKAGE OF 25
<av thank \vu u> that
•veaal Pmoms) that
neiped wu daunt vour
uolieat success. Actual
nomas) ana date to be
imprinted on the
certificate.

S15.95 INCLUDES USD CUSTOM COVER

USD BOOKSTORE
260-4551
Monday - Thursday
Friday - Saturday

9:00 - 6:00
9:00 - 4:00
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elcome to Tuesday
night layout at the
VISTA. Our office is
located downstairs in the UC.
Most students do
not understand
the process of I
publication of I
the paper. These •
photos are an attempt at illustrat- I
ing several of the
steps involved.
Our Editor in
Chief,
Greg
Harklessandthe •
Managing Edi
tor, MeleFeazell
will be conducting the tour.
—JM

Editors work most
of the night away
at the computer
where they do lay
out on Pagemaker.
Opinion Editor,
Mario H. Lopez
reads over the let
ters to the editor.

College Life • n

lettets

I
V/y Ipill
w

Greg is inserting copy corrections into
the News layWr
out
while
Hardy pastes
up his other
pages. Editor help each other out to meet
deadline.

Just like the
m,
editorial side
of the paper, •BjL •
*
%
:\
the ads staff 1%
has to paste
——
their ads onto
the flats. Hardy Kalisher pastes down ads
that will be on the news page of the paper.

What some students don't re
alize is that the business staff
is just as important as the edi
torial side. Hardy is looking
through some files for client
information. While he also
helps with the News layout,
Hardy is primarily the VISTA's
Accounts Executive.

Social Issues Editor Sean O'Hogan and his assistant Fiona
are hard at work pasting their pages down. After laying text
out on the computers, each editor is responsible for pasting
the pages onto the flats that are later sent to the printer.
He may be better known as the mind behind Flu's Views,
but Jeff uses his brute strength to distribute the paperhot off
the presses on Thursday morning.

As the clock nears midnight - deadline - the staff takes
a minute to pull their hair out. Now, off to Denny's.

Photos by Anna
Juliette Willard,
Layout by Greg
Harkless and Mele
Feazell

Sports Editor r**1 J '/
Bill Homan I
Jf
tries to get IH
N
1
the latest m
W
>.
««••
Sports news.
Here he is on the phone with the dugout getting the good
news of the Toreros victory over the UCLA Bruins.

While Hardy works on the News layout,
News Editor Chris Holub and Opinion
Editor Mario H. Lopez consult Webster for
the correct spelling of a word.

While on the phone discussing the upcoming
issue with the V7S7A adviser, Managing Editor
Mele Feazell
chooses
a ^ ~
color scheme
for the paper.
Mele is in
charge of seeing that the

andforarrang- fl
the

to
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USD strokes to City Title
• CREW: The crews
gain momentum as
they head to State
Championship
Bill Homan
Sports Editor

The men's novice eights showed just how good they
were last weekend at theSan DiegoCity Championships
on Mission Bay. The crew turned in a time of 5:07.2,
giving them the City Title.
The SDSU and UCSD crews had a great view of the
USD novice crew's back. The crew was able to stay in
front for the 1500 meter course.
For the rest of the Toreros theresults weren't as bright,
but positive nonetheless.
Coming in second to UCSD was the women's novice
eights. Their time of 6:14.9 wasn't quite enough to
overtake the Tritons.
In the varsity races, the Toreros didn't have enough
water to overtake the Tritons and the Aztecs. Because
the race was over 1500 meters instead of200 meters, the
Toreros came in third in each race.
The men's varsity eights turned in what seemed to be
a good time, 5:01.3, but it just wasn't quite enough to
win. The women were also impressive, turning in a time

Victorious Crew: (from L-R) Matt Uhde, Matt Murray, John Pacheco, Dan Tealdi,
Treslyn Gomez, Leo Santiago, Richard Haggerty, Bob DeStefani, Chris Smith
of 5:47.4, but that wasn't enough either.
Next up for the Toreros is the State School Champion
ships in Sacramento. The meet will be held on Lake
Natoma outside the state capital on Saturday.
Last year at this same race USD was very successful. If
the teams continue to row well they will finish the year at

the Pacific Coast Rowing Championships. This is the
same meet where the novice men took the fours title last
year. This year they will test theeights waters as well. The
State meet is the best chance for the crews to test them
selves. The teams hope to get a lot of rowing as they will
send fours and eights in the State races.

WCC race tightens
• Baseball: Toreros bounce back from series loss to
LMU, with 7-3 win over nationally ranked UCLA
Tim Tischer
Assistant Editor
Things are getting interesting in the West Coast Confer
ence baseball race. If the team hopes to win the WCC
championship, they will need to play their best baseballof the
season.
In its final WCC home series of ——————
the season, USD will host Saint
Mary's College for three games.
USD beat Saint Mary's in two of
three games earlier this season. Of
the three games, seven runs was the
closest margin of victory for either
team.
Unlike last week, USD will not
be in first place heading into its
weekend series. After losing two of
three games to Loyola Marymount
last weekend, USD dropped a half
game behind Pepperdine University, which swept its series
with Santa Clara University. It is the first timeall season that
USD has not been in first place.
In the game against LMU last Friday, USD dropped a tough

7-4 decision in twelve innings. The loss marked USD's first
loss in an extra-inning game this season.
The Toreros took a 4-2 lead into the bottom of the eighth
inning. Catcher Kevin Herdepaced theoffense with a double,
a triple and a home run. Outfielders Josh Stepner and Brady
Clark chipped in with a home run and a triple, respectively.
The Lions came back with single runs in the eighth and
ninth innings to send the game into extra innings. They won
the game with a three-run home
———————
run in the bottom of the twelfth
inning. Right-handerPat James
lost in relief for USD.
In the first game of the
doubleheader last Saturday
against LMU, USD evened the
series with an 8-3 victory.
Stepner and Herde led the
Torero offense once again.
- Sean Durbin
Both players hit home runs to
support left-hander Travis
Burgus. He allowed three runs
to lower hisearned run average
to 3.15. He won his sixth straight decision. He improved his
overall record to 7-1.

"We were really
pumped to
play UCLA"

see BASEBALL on page 13

Short Hops
Men's Tennis: The Toreros overpow
ered the Aztecs in a 5-1 victory last
Tuesday. It was the final match of the
regular season for USD as they hope to
get an invitation to the NCAA Champi
onship in Athens, Georgia,
Women's Tennis:In their final match
of the year, the Toreros beat UNLV, 8~
1. The team is also waiting to hear from
the NCAA if they are going to get an
invitation to the final tournament in
Gainseville, Florida.
Softball: Doubleheaders are the order
of the week for the Toreros this week, as
they will play four in the course of six
days. That is a lot of softball. In the
first of the four the Toreros dropped a
pair to the Aztecs. LMU and Santa
Clara will come to town to entertain
USD over the weekend. USD hopes to
jump back over the ,500 mark as they
stand at 13-15.
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Adair, Gelvezon to ;
play at USD in San
Diego Challenge
Staff Reports

For all the soccer fans out there who
are thirsting for some soccer action in the
Spring, youare in lucfc. On May 1, the San
Diego Spring Soccer Challenge will be
kicking off its exhibition.
Four teams will be competing in the
competition. The Sockets IL, the Nothe San Dieguito Sutf and USD
will face off on the Valley and Canyon
fields in the afternoon and In ToreroSta
dium in the evening.
Chugger Adair will make another ap
pearance on a USD soccer field, but this
time he will be playing for the Sockets.:
Torero alumnus Paul Gelvezon will also
be makingan appearance,butin a Sockets
uniform as well.
The early games will pit the SockersII
against the Nomads on the Canyon Field
at 10 a.nu and USD versus the San
Dieguito Surf on die Valley Field at 10
a.m.aswell
The night games will begin at 5 p-ra. m
Torero Stadium when the Nomads take
on the Surf. The final game wiH be at7
pan. when the Sockers II take on USD.
Tickets for the evening games will ran
$5 for adults and $2 for children aid
students with ID. Socome on outand see
your Toreros try totake on Toreros of the
past, and watch same great soccer action.
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Bryant leads Toreros
to second place

Outstanding
acheivements

Bryant shot a first-round 72 and improved
to a second-round 70 to finish 2 under par for
the tournament out in Rancho San Diego.
Junior Steve Brown, who has been playing
The USD golf team finished up the 1993 well all year, turned in a one-under-par 143
regular season with an impressive second- that earned him fifth place. Aotani started off
place finish in the Point Loma Nazarene hot in the first round, by shooting a oneCollege Invitational, behind UCSD. It was under-par 71, but tapered off in the second
the final intercollegiate tournament for se round and finished with a 148 for the tourna
nior Creighton Aotani as he will graduate in ment
Aotani, who lives in Hawaii, will be going
May.
back
home in hopes of continuing his golf
Freshman Matt Bryant took the spotlight
career.
Bryant, Brown and the rest of the
away from Aotani as he played consistently
team
all
have
next year to look forward to. If
to a two-round score of 142. Bryant finished
Bryant
and
Brown
play next year like they
just one stroke off the lead, set by UCSD's
finished
this
year,
it
should be a successful
Pete Roberts, as the freshman camein tied for
1994 for the Toreros.
second.

Bill Homan
Sports Editor

• BASEBALL

More important for USD was the return of
infielder Tony Moeder. Although he was a
designated hitteragainst LMU over the week
LMU won the second game of the double- end, the UCLA game was his first in the field.
header, 11-3. USD shot itself in the foot with He did most of his damage in the batter's box
five errors, which led to four unearned runs. against UCLA. In addition to getting the
James took the loss for USD. With the loss, game-winning hit, a home run, he hit another
USD split its season series with LMU, 3-3. home run and a double. He will be an impor
USD is currently ranked no. 21 by Colle tant player for USD down the stretch.
giate Baseball magazine after last week's
Stepner and Herde continued their hot hit
games.
ting, adding home runs for USD. With his
Despite losing the series to LMU, USD home run, Herde tied the USD all-time record
bounced back on Tuesday by beating nation for RBIs with 173.
ally ranked UCLA by a score of 7-3.
In the first game against Saint Mary's on
Left-hander Sean Durbin got his first win Friday, right-hander Mike Saipe will get the
of the season by beating the Bruins.
start for USD. Saipe has a record of 6-2,
"We were really pumped to play UCLA. whilehisERAstandsat3.95. Thegameisset
They are always a good team,"saidDurbin, "I to start at 2:30 p.m. in Cunningham Stadium.
was really pumped to play a team with such
Burgus and James are scheduled to start
the games in Saturday's doubleheader. James'
a national reputation."
Stepner pitched the final two innings to record stands at 8-5. The first game of the
gain his second save.
doubleheader will start at 12 noon.

continued from page 12

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS (FramesI)

CUT &
STYLE

Specials
»Foll
Highlighting
Touch-up $30

$11

Full Foil
Highlighting $40

'Women reg. $21

• Color
Touch-up $25

$9

Full Color $35

Men reg. $17

• Perms $30

'(Long hair extra)

• Spirals $50

The USD basketball teams had
their awards banquets last week
and the VISTA would like to
recognize the players.

Men's Awards:
Bugelli Leadership Award:
Neal Meyer
Miller Lite Student Athlete
of the Year: Val Hill
Zable Athlete Excellence:
Geoff Probst
Budweiser Most Valuable
Player: GylanDottin

Women's Awards:
All Academic Team: Chris
Enger & Jill Shaver
Team Most Valuable
Player: Chris Enger
Most Improved Player:
Vicki DeJesus
Best Defensive Player:
Melissa Sortino
Ms. Hustle: Angie Straub
Congratulations to all on both
teams for the exciting 1992-93
seasons.

41-Year U .S. Summer Program in GUADALAJARA
offers Flexible Options to meet Course Require
ments as well as Personal Objectives & Interests.
Come to Mexico for
6 Weeks Intensive Spanish - Earn 6 - 8 Credits!
or
3 Weeks Intensive Spanish - Earn 4 Credits!
or
5 Weeks of Upper-Division Spanish, Literature, Anthropology,
Political Science, & Bilingual Education.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

(Long hair extra
all services)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)• 268-8865
Specials good lor first-time client. Exp. 4/29/93

FREE
DELIVERY
anywhere on campus

296-0911
6110 Friars Rd. at Las Cumbres
until 1:00 am Fri. & Sat.
Midnight Sun.-Thurs.

Guadalajara Summer School
Mexican American Studies & Research Center
Douglass Bldg., Rm. 315 • The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-7551

LARGE
CHEESE

PIZZA!
$6.99
EXPIRES 5-1-93
NYPD COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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Weekly Sports Trivia
Question: Who was the last NBA team to go from a
lottery pick one season to a division winner the next?

April 22,1993

Pizza
Hut
Athletes of the week

Last Week's Question: Who is the only player to hit 20 home
runs for the Chicago White Sox and Chicago Cubs?

Last Week's Answer: George Bell of the Chicago White Sox.
look for this week's answer next week

Sports Post It
Baseball: USD hosts SaintMary's College tomorrow at 2:30 p.m.
The two teams will meet on Saturday at 12:00 noon for a
doubleheader. It will be USD's last home series against WCC
opponents. On Tuesday, the team will host a game against UC
Riverside at 3:00 p.m.
Crew: USD travels to Sacramento on Saturday for the State
School Championships. Races take place all day.
Women's Tennis: In their final match of the season, the team
beat UNLV. They are waiting to see if they earned a bid tor the
NCAA Championships.
Softball: The team continues its string of doubleheaders tomor
row when it plays at Loyola Marymount at 2:30 p.m. The same
teams play two more here on Saturday at 12:00 noon.
Golf: The team finished its season with an impressive second
place finish at the Point Loma Invitational.
Men's Tennis: USD is waiting for a possible bid in the NCAA
Championships.

How To Cram For Summer

Matt Bryant

Hillary Savage

Golf

Softball

Matt, a freshman, finished in a tie
for second place at the Point Loma
Invitational.

Hillary was the winning pitcher
in USD's 6-1 victory over UC San
Diego. It was her fourth victory.

Honorable Mention
Josh Stepner (baseball),Kevin Herde (baseball), Creighton Aotani (golf),
Steve Brown (golf), Kevin Bradley (tennis)

Elizabeth Guzman
Takes First Place With
Vehide Loan!

Rent Now And Get 4 Months
For The Price Of 3*
It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage rental space for
the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay. We have lots oi private
spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates. Show your Student ID
and get 4 months for the price of 3.*
• Furniture, sports equipment
• Household goods, books
• Business storage, too
• Temporary or long term
With This Coupon -"

Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!*
Just Show Your Student ID
SAN DIEGO MORENA
984 Sherman Street

MISSION BAY
5175 Pacific Hwv

Next to Auto Pirn ('tub and
Ten Iro Restaurant

Nest to Highway Patrol
and 91X Radio Station

260 0140

299-8855

Whether you're refinancing a vehicle through your credit
union or letting us help you buy a new or used one,
members like Elizabeth Guzman know their credit union
will give them their easiest road to great financing. We'll
put you in first place at San Diego Teachers' Credit Union.

j
San Diego Teachers' Credit Union

Where You've Come First Since 1929

(619) 495-1600

'Subject to availability on selected sites . Limit one space per customer. New rentals onlv. Does not include applicable
deposits or fees. Offer eipiret Mat 30, 1993.

VSP93

4470 Park Blvd., San Diego

5901 Balboa Ave., San Diego

8131 Allison Ave., La Mesa
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IM distinctions:
April 12-18

Candy coated
championship
tastes sweet

CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Game: Safe Sets vs. Hops
Team: Hops
Male Player:
Leaf Jensen
Female Player: Andrea Burns

Last Sunday was the final day of a long
Softball season. At the beginning of the
season, 19 teams started league play, vying
for the chance to meet in the IM softball
version of the final four. Heavy Gumbo
would take on Candy Coated Clowns and
Oedipus Complex H would match upagainst
3 1/2 Beans/ White Rice.
In the first game of the day each team
would score a run in the first inning, but with
five hits in their half of the 5th, Candy
Coated Clowns would win ugly over Heavy
Gumbo 5-2. Dan Chandler and Dave
Bergman had three hits each for the Clowns
to lead them to their first title appearance.
This victory marked an end of an era. Tom
Gambon played his last IM game and most
umpires are shedding no tears. Craig Ross
had three hits for Heavy Gumbo.
In the next semifinal game, Oedipus Com
plex H exploded for nine runs in the first two
innings to blow past31/2 Beans/White Rice
12-2. Greg Sundberg hit two home runs and
pitched extremely well for Oedipus. He also
chalked up four strike outs. The stage wasset
for the final game.
This was one of the best softball games in
IM history. Each team would score only a
total of nine runs in the first five innings but
the bats would catch fire soon after and both
Alec Rhodes swats away Black and Blue's chances in
pitcher ERA's would go through the roof.
Delta Sigma Pi's 38-35 victory (more on page 16).
Both teams would score 22 runs in three
innings including Oedipus Complex's six
runs in the bottom of the 7th to send the game
in extra innings. But Jim Washam's second
home run in as many innings sealed the
Delta Sigma Pi and Skeletons continued 2-0 struggle over Scorin' with the Babes
victory for the Clowns, 18-13. Inthebattleof
home runs the Clowns smashed Oedipus 4- their dominance through their semifinal (different year, same story!!!). Babes had
3 with Jim Washam and Mike Bennett hitting matches to reach next week's co-rec soccer barely managed to hold off a surprisingly
two home runs each for theirrespective teams. championship. Delta Sigma Pi ousted a tough Hacks 1-0. Allen McNamee's 30 yard
blast caught everyone off guard and the score
John Gillis would like to thank all the score pumped up Clown Patrol 5-1.
Clown Patrol had gained a semifinal berth held, as thedefensive efforts of JD Black, Joe
keepers and umpires for being one of the best
with an impressive 4-0 shutout of Kick N' Khouri and Megan Baker stood up.
crews this softball season.
The Skeletons were too much however,
the Balls. Dennis Villavicencio knocked in
all four of his team's goals, overcoming a despite having to play two players down, due
stellar performance in goal by Sean Nugent. to the absence of the Rodeo queen and the
Delta Sigs however showed no mercy, as rugger hugger. A free kick by Andrew
Lisa Pual gave her team 2-0 lead just minutes Kummer and a chip from Marc Thiebach
into the game. From there "Sweet" Lou West gave the Skeletons a two goal lead at the half,
ran the show with a goal and a pair of assists which held up thanks mainly to the defensive
to Paul Winnowski, giving DSP the easy efforts of GregSundberg, Andy Isaksen, Erin
victory. Ken Andrews ruined Jim Hafner's Kelly and Sonja Shaffer.

MENS SINGLES TENNIS
Match: Trevor Hay vs, Brian Nokes
Player: Peter Parker
5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
Game: Once Again vs. Phi Siaroma
Team: Chronic Fiends
Player: Andy Conireras
5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
Game; Phi Kappa Tbeta vs. Potty in
Hand
Team: Mavericks
Flayer: Miguel Powers
5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Game: Business Prophets vs. Arts
and Sciences
Team: Business Prophets
Player: Dave Miller
CO-REC WATER POLO
Game: Sea Dogs vs. Phi Kappa
Tbeta ' «§
Team: Sea Dogs
Male Player: Geoff Schmltz
Female (layer: Denise Marriott
MENS SOFTBALL
Game: Candy Coated Clowns vs.

Top seeds reach co-rec soccer final

' It s a softballA
party on the
beach
tobethebesL

shutout with a free kick goal through the
wickets.
Boomer's Skeletons advanced with an epic

Team: Candy Coated Gowns
Players: Mike Bennett

CO-REC SOCCER
Game: Scorin's with the Babes vs.

Male Player:
Female PI
Sigma Pi)
CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game: Something Fierce vs. Phi
Team: Something Fierce
Male Player: Doug Pickett
Female Player:Debbie Gollnick

For those keeping track: The Sundberg
scoreless streak has reached 150 minutes.

INDOOR SOCCER
Game: Sigam Pi vs. Sigma Chi
Team: Phi Kappa Theta
Player: Pete Haimos

Mix, sun sand, a bat and a

On Saturday, May 1 we will join with
U.C-SJD. and San Diego State on Fiesta
the-Line. It only takes three players to
form a team and weare expecting 80-100
teams to take part For thoseof you inter
ested, rules are available at the IMoffice.
However/this is more party than tourna
ment so plan on having fun.
The entry fee is a modest §6 per team
and is due on Wednesday, April 2i. Rea fun time is assured to sit

Something Fierce up to the challenge
Co-rec Hag football had the honor of
displaying the Subway Game of the Week.
The two undefeated teams squared off in the
final week of the regular season. Something
Fierce, the defending champs, took on the up
coming Phi Kaps. With the sandwich on the
line anything could and did happen. Doug
Pickett of Something Fierce threw three
touchdown passes. Twoof them were caught
by Debbie Gollnick whileJoe Com ins caught
the other. Craig Ross threw two touchdown

passes, both to John Meack, but the Phi
Kapps could not prevail. Erin Kelly and
CarlaCeja played well for Something Fierce.
In the last game of the day, Dream On, took
it to Team Bozo. Noah Stanley had two
interceptions and one touchdown pass. Max
Doubek also caught two touchdown passes to
lead Dream On to a 18-7 victory over Team
Bozo. Marty Fess played some outstanding
defense for Team Bozo but they were no
match for Dream On.

Fraternity
standings
1.
2.
3.
4.

Phi Kappa Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Pi
Sigma Chi

59
55
40
(-)2
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Few surprises on
the hardwood
It was the final week of the 5X5 basketball
season and a number of playoff spots were
still up for grabs. For the most part, the top
teams won as expected but there were a few
surprises.
In A-league play, the top ranked Once
Again had to go overtime to overcome Phi
Slamma Jamma 51-46. Allen McNamee
and Devon Warren were on fire as the in
spired underdogs led most of the way. In the
end, however, the balanced scoring of Once
Again prevailed.
Last Chance took over the no. 2 spot and
eliminated the Fratless Freshman from play
off consideration with a 55-28 victory. Give
the freshman team credit, though. They tried
A-league competition which is more than
many of the seniors can claim.
Elsewhere, the Chronic Fiends earned a
playoff berth with a 38-35 victory over
Minority's Corporation and Anything's
Legal in Mexico got their first legitimate
victory, 54-43 over the Free Agents.
In the B-league, the top three teams re
mained unbeaten and Phi Kappa Theta kept
their own no. 4 ranking despite a 58-55 loss to
Forty in Hand, a non-playoff team.
At no. 5 in this week poll are the Maver
icks. With Miguel Powers leading the way,
Rian Kirkman's team stunned Delta Sigma
Pi 52-36.
The league's hottest team may just be
Something Fierce. David Fouts scored 21
points as this squad, known more for their
football abilities, won their fourth straight
basketball game, 55-37 over the Delts.
Elsewhere, The Black and Blue lost a 3231 decision to BADNAD but still found the
back door open to a playoff berth. Gleason
pulled out the big guns, but despite Kris
Enger's nine rebounds, the all female squad
lost 39-27 against Chiquita.
Other final week winners included: In
Heat, Sigma Chi H, Pick N' Roll the J,
Cadence of Silk, Sports Center, F.B J., and
the Business Prophets.

Sea Dogs win
season finale
The regular season for water polo ended
this weekend. The only game that was played
was between the Phi Kaps and Sea Dogs.
Thanks to Denise Marriot's 22 points, Sea
Dogs won 28-5. Both teams advance to this
weeks' playoffs.
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Playoff previews
5x5 basketball
Team
A-leaeue
Once Again
Last Chance
Phi Slamma Jamma
Minority's Corp.
Chronic Fiends
B-league
Money
3rd West Crew
5th Year/Still Here
Phi Kappa Theta
Something Fierce
Mavericks
Instant Offense
Cadence of Silk
Delta Sigma Pi
Black and Blue
Facultv/Staff league
F.B.I.
Sports Center
Business Prophets
Arts and Sciences

Odds

Comment

6-5
5-2
3-1

Got their wake up call
Look second best, again
Took top pick to overtime
Had ugly season
Team of the future

6-1
10-1

8-5
9-5
2-1
6-1
8-1

15-1
20-1
20-1

50-1
50-1

6-5
7-5
3-1
6-1

Got theirs in just in time
Should be their year
Bennett's knee is the key
Need to control emotions
Unbeaten since week 1
Better than namesakes. So what?
Haven't lived up to name
Not as good as they think
Noah is not enough
Back door opened just in time

Surprisingly undefeated
Still team to beat
If Miller stays hot...
Malachowski needs support

Co-rec football
Team
Something Fierce
NoKaOi
Phi Kappa Theta
Team Bozo

Odds
4-5
3-1
7-2
20-1

Comment
Have already beaten top rivals
How do you say no. 2 in Hawaiin?
Have been a pleasant surprise?
How did they qualify?

Co-rec water polo

/T

IM Notes:

1) Entries for Saturday's
s Volleyball Tournament are due to, 2) Entries for the two-person

29. The event will take place Friday,
^April 30.
j

T<?am
Sea Dogs
Cobra II
Phi Kappa Theta
Get in the Ring

Odds
4-5
9-5
8-1

12-1

Comment
Forget rankings. Team to beat
Newer, quicker model
Couldn't handle top choice
Better than record indicates

San Diego's largest
selection of swimwear

10% Off
with this ad

Expires 4/30/93

488-3056

OVER 90 BRANDS

Safe Sets
are safe bet
The volleyball playoffs continued and con
cluded this week. The second match of the
tournament was between Superfreaks and
15 and Out. 15 and Out played their best
match of the season. Superfreaks could not
get any rally's to go their way. 15 and Out
walked away with their first win of the season
15-3,15-3.
The next match, Questionable forfeited to
Set to Kill to let them advance to the semis.
The next match had Last Clear Chance
against The Simpsons. It was a good game.
There was hard hitting on both sides. Last
Clear Chance kept there spikes in more than
The Simpsons did. Last Clear Chance won
15-13,15-9.
The next match was between Safe Sets and
15 and Out. there is not much to say about
the match, but at least 15and Out did win one
match this season. Safe Sets won this one 150,15-1.
One semifinal match was between Hopz
and SafeSets. The first game was the hardest
game that Safe Sets has played all year.
Hopz has been the only team who has had a
chance of beating Safe Sets. In the second
game, Safe Sets were on fire. Nothing could
stop them. Safe Sets won 15-8,15-1.
The second semifinal match was between
Last Clear Chance and Set to Kill. It was a
tough match down to the wire. The match
went back forth the whole time. Last Clear
Chance could not keep things together. Set
to KUI won 15-11,4-15, 15-11.
The finals was between Set to Kill and
Safe Sets. Safe Sets were still really pumped
up from theirgame against Hopz. There was
nothing Set to Kill could do about it. Safe
Sets kept coming and coming and coming.
Nothing could stop Safe Sets. Safe Sets won
15-2,15-5.
Now Andrea does not have to wear Dobie's
shirts anymore.

Tennis playoffs
underway
This week started off the tennis playoffs.
On Monday night, Paul Sumagaysay, Stefan
Vandersteen, and Peter Parker came away
with wins in the Men's A division. In the B
division, Matt Simon advanced defeating
Jarret Kotrozo 6-3,6-1.
On Tuesday night, Chris Skibba and Trevor
Hay had victories in the Men's A division
winning 6-0, 7-5 and 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 respec
tively. In Men's B,Mark Hazeltineadvanced
over Bob Kuchta 6-0,6-2. It looks like a close
fight on the road to the semi-finals.

r
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IM rankings - as of April 19,1993
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
1. Safe Sets
2. Set to Kill
3. Hopz
4. Last Clear Chance
5. Simpsons

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Something Fierce
Phi Kapps
NoKaOi
Team Bozo
Thorns and Roses

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Little Men/Big Sticks
Betrayed
Huuuge Maulers
Lost and Found
Dark Side

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Delta Sigma Pi
Boomer's Skeletons
Scorin' W/ the Babes
Clown Patrol
Kick N'the Balls

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
1. Once Again
2. Last Chance
3. Phi Slamma Jamma
4. Chronic Freaks
5. Minority's Corp.

CO-REC WATER POLO
1. Cobra II
2. Sea Dogs
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Get In the Ring II

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Candy Coated Clowns
Oedipus Complex II
Heavy Gumbo
3 1/2 Beans/White Rice
Going to the Show

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
1. Money
2. 3rd West Crew
3. 5th Year/Still Here
4. Phi Kappa Theta
5. Mavericks

MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS
1. Steve Chakmakian
2. Bryan Davis
3. Christian Zoller
4. Stefan Vandersteen
5. Peter Parker

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Sigma Chi
Outa Detox
Conquistadors
PukeDady's
The Freshman

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
1. F.B.I.
2. Sports Center
3. Business Prophets
4. Arts and Sciences
5. Not Letting You In

MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER
1. Don't Show Up
2. Sunshine and Friends
3. Sigma Pi
4. Phi Kappa Theta
5. Sigma Chi

Your
Final
Exam
From Ford Motor Company
[answer true or false!

Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:
1. Pre-approved credit
2. Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment

r

[correct answers!

as|Bj t

an-ifE

ami 7

aiun

We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if
v you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deterred 1st payment (in states
where allowed). You'll also get a S400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it
toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1.1993 and
December 31,1993. or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.

Subway
IM game of
the week
Date: Sunday, April 25
Hme: 2 p.m.
Sport Water Polo
Match-up: Championship Game
The co-rec innertube water polo league
has not received much publicity this year.
However, all thatchanges this week when
the Subway IM Gameof the Week moves
to the pool.
and Cobra Il-The Quickening would be
a classic, But don't overlook the chances
of Phi Kappa Theta and Get in the Ring
B to reach the championship game.
Sun, water,t-shirts and Subway Sand
wiches - It should be a perfect Sunday
afternoon.

they won die sandwiches and the no. 1
seed in the co-rec football playoffs 19-12.

Indoor soccer:
week two
Once again only four teams saw action, as
the three week indoor soccer league heads
into it's final night of regular season play.
J.D. Choy's Dark Side madea wise choice in
droppingoutof the league rather than face the
dominant top seed: Don't Show Up. Clown
Patrol II lost out to the law school softball
league in trying (and failing) to field a team
against Sunshine and Friends. Both of the
victors improved to 2-0.
The games that actually took place fea
tured lots of action and scoring. Sigma Pi
once again went without substitutes but man
aged to prevail 5-3 over Sigma Chi. Erik
Forsell, Kyle Douglas and Todd Moutafian
each recorded a goal and assist, and Pete
Halmos iced it with a pair of late scores.
Bryan Lynch notched a goal and assist in a
losing cause.
Phi Kappa Theta fell behind 3-0 early and
then stormed back with nine unanswered
goals toroutThe Resurge9-3. Dan Kilkenny,
Chris Steenson and Chris Martin each had
multiple goals. Chris Alioto shone in goal
after a slow start.
The league wraps up tonight, with an inclu
sive playoff to follow.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
in Insurance Sales

for Seniors graduating
in Dec.' 93 or May ' 93
Contact Ken Flaherty
District Manager
Call Today
284-2236

America Can Depend on Farmers
1

Bill and Hillary love the VISTA

OFF BEAT

Thursday
April 22,1993
page 18

Go buck • wild with • the VISTA

The campus that
couldn't stop dancing!
Shannon Bilbray
Adena Pearcy
Kim Nuccio
Off Beat Editors

For a moment, we ask you to journey to a
campus no one but us has ever dared go
before. To be able to travel to this place, we
ask that you use your imagination in ways
that you have never used it (and you prob
ably thought you'd thought of everything ...
no sexual thoughts right now). You are
walking alone on a campus in sunny, south
ern Baddanceland (If you thought we were
going to say California — You're a moron.
We told you this is a place you'venever been
before. Read more carefully, idiot.)
It only takes a few minutes before you
realize that this is a place unlike any other.
To your immediate right you notice a man
wearing silver parachute pants, a glittery,
purple cut-off top (Yum-Yum Good!) and
some lovely early eighties accessories(think
Solid Gold meets the Facts of Life cast).
As you try desperately to recover from
seeing such a terrible fashion misfit, you look
closer at what this man is doing. He is
continually performing the "Running Man"
(an idiotic dance used by every high school

cheerleading squad in America). You faintly
hear him muttering something, and when
you move closer you recognize the MC Ham
mer (or now simply called Hammer) tune,
"Can't Touch This." With every other state
ment the man utters he says "Can't touch
this" while continually doing the "Running
Man."
While you are trying to figure out if this is
a mental institution patient out for a field trip,
the dreaded occurs. The Baddanceland ap
pears and the man goes buck-wild. He begins
frantically performing the "Running Man"
shouting, "Wait," interspersed with, "Can't
touch this" moving towards the tram. "Wait,
Tram, Can't touch this. Wait, Tram (You get
the picture)!"
As you are reeling in terror and awe, you
look around and notice no one on this campus
is walking with the rest of the ducks. (Don't
you hate sayings like that?) To your left you
see a girl doing a dance, "The Snake." Her
neck appears almost gumby-like and you are
about to save her from the constant writhing
when you spot a bunch of students in a mosh
pit crying in front of you.
When you go over and ask them what the
problem is, you realize that the campus is not
a happy place. These students are forever
committed to moshing while a Nirvana song

plays in the background. Their bodies are
bloody and bruised, yet they are stuck in a
vicious cycle, never to escape.
A tour guide, who is breakdancing on the
sidewalk, informs you of the tragedies present
on campus. A girl who has been on campus
is only granted freshman standing. The poor
darling is plagued with "The Charleston."
No matter what she does, she constantly stays
in the same spot, only repeating the same four
steps again and again. Backwards, forward,
backwards, forwards (again, you get the pic
ture). As you can imagine with tuition costs,
her parents are not pleased with her status.
Next you learn of the boy who has never
been to his dorm room because of his fate
with the famed Michael Jackson dance, "The
Moonwalk." Try as he might, the stairs are
not a performable task.
If you are like we were at this point, you
are frightened and beg for a ride far, far away
from this Baddanceland hell. Luckily, you
are allowed to leave, but the memory will
never leave you. Then, someday, when you
least expect it, you'll see an MTV video
starring one of those tortured students per
forming one of their sadistic and twisted
dances. Fade to wicked laughter ...

From the plethora of entries, we'd like to congratulate the witty,
gut-busting, hold-your-side-'cause you're laughing-so-hard, hys
terical women of the 90s: Shannon, Adena and Kim, word!
Beauty and the Beast Role Reversal

hear ou the first date:
:

•

:

:: •

:

7. 1 think my best Quali
ties are: Fm intelli
gent, serious and I
have excessive body
hair.
6. Fm all for Women's
Lib; that is why I
didn't bring my wallet
5. Later tonight will you
help me pop the boil
on my back?
4 My ex told me I have
simple chronic
halitosis. I don't know
what that is, do you?
3. Sorry I took so long in
masturbating.
2. Does this look infec1. Hi, my name is Bill

by Kim Nuccio

Editor s Note
•• '«i

i • i

»

"It X

i

(Oops! We mean Off Beat) editors of the week has been cme
lives. Working with Bill McGowan, Ihe Irish Clown, our
personal hero, has been like a dream come true. We now
erecting the stain glass window in bis honor was the right
thing to do and has really paid off, We gave serious consider\lHit who could he that desperate — Oops, Sorry BilL

J

Question o' the week
Why do they make
light brown plain
M&M's and not light
brown peanut M&M's?
Re-enact the early '80s way of life for one week:
Listen to groups like: Men At Work, Duran Duran, Eddie
Grant, Chaka Khan and early Michael Jackson.Use phrases
like: "No duh!" "Gag me with a spoon." "I'm so sure." "Grody
to the max." Wear tight OP corduroy shorts, Hawaiian shirts
and excessive fringe and, of course jelly shoes.

WE DARE YOU!

Reality is May 24,1993

Bill McGowan is the VISTA

Yeah right

• 19

Hostile Man

A sorority girl from an "nameless" sorority exacts revenge on Bill McGowan.

Looking

Top Seven

wants you!
Support Off Beat
buy a T-shirt!

Reasons to bay an Off
Beat T-shirt:
7. They will soon be the
fashion statement of the

trouble

'90s

6. Why not?
5. You can't get this fine
piece of apparel any
where else.
4. Esteban del Rio stayed
up all night drawing it.
Bo, make him happy.
3. The Off Beat Godfather
Joe Brenckle says so!
2* It will soon be a
collector's item.
1. Bill McGowan is broke

Erik Hennings
Off Beat associate professor

Why does it seem that I can always find
life's embarrassing moment If its not peeing
my pants in front of the first grade class, its
getting a little wet unexpectedly in the
Founders restroom.
Let me explain. I was always lying to get
out of classin thefirst grade. So when I really
had to go, I was raising my hand wildly to get
the teacher's attention. Only she was looking
for a volunteer to recite my multiplication
tables. Needless to say, I was forced to stand
in frontof the class and makean entirefool of
myself, which my friends still don't let me
forget
So just when I am overcoming my bladder
control complex, it comes back to haunt me.
I'm getting ready for the big Shakespeare

Off Beat w e e k returneth!

Bill McGowan could
quite possibly still go
out with you, mavbe.
x 2790
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Thursday: Return of the Off Beat tram! We'll have the Off Beat

tram running again.
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Friday: Off Beat presents "Boycott the Tram day!" and ride the Off
Beat Tram. Come to the Off Beat table in front of the UC. Meet or kill
Bill McGowan depending on how you feel! Buy an Off Beat T-shirt.
Bring your frisbee for Off Beat fribee golf on the USD campus!
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Saturday and Sunday: Dream of the continuance of Off Beat week!

Monday: Buy an Off Beat T-shirt! Come to the table in front of the
UC. Say hi to Bill

McGowan he might possibly go out with you!

X2790
UTXLx. 61 LL Ni ft.
Tuesday: Off Beat presents Bad Ass day! Wear the clothes, carry
the attitude and be a bad ass. Today is the last day of Off Beat week!
Cherish it forever and what better way to keep the memory than by
buying an Off Beat T-shirt! The Off Beat Tram may return (depending
on demand)!

Buy an
Off Beat
T-shirt
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We're looking for a few
good students...
Apply now for USD's
best on-campus job

r

•~i

I want to be part of the team
• Terrific for resume building
• Business majors gain actual experience while earning
good money

NAME:
ADDRESS:

• Flexible hours
• All business positions are paid ~ very competitive wages

PHONE NUMBER:

• Earn up to 3.0 credits in the Communication Studies
Department

MAJOR:
ACADEMIC YEAR:

• Gain valuable on-the-job experience in leadership and
managerial skills, computer design, writing and more
• Ideal positions for art, English, political science and
communication studies majors

POSITION DESIRED:
Bring this by the VISTA office (downstairs in the UC) and
pick up an application. Hiring will take place next week.

L.

.J

Now accepting applications for all positions
EDITOR IN CHIEF • MANAGING EDITOR • ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT • NEWS EDITOR • OPINION EDITOR
SOCIAL ISSUES EDITOR • COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
OUTLOOK EDITOR • SPORTS EDITOR • OFF BEAT EDITOR
ASSISTANT EDITOR • COPY EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHER • DISTRIBUTION STAFF • WRITER • ARTIST
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE • ACCOUNTS EXECUTIVE
ADVERTISING MANAGER • ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
SUBSCRIPTIONS MANAGER

. with the mettle to be
VISTA staff members
•

'•

-•

»9t

USD's Weekly

to Entertainment

B • Outlook
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Campus Paperback Bestsellers

Brenda bashers take note

1. The Autobiography ot Malcolm X, with Ale* Haley.
(Ballantine, $5.99.) The black leader's life story.
2. Rising Sun, by Michael Crichton. (Ballantine, $5.99.)
A no holds-barred conflict for control of a vital American technology.
3. The Firm, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.)
Young lawyer confronts the hidden workings of his firm.

Shortly before the charmingly grotty
but underpatronized Beverly Hills
Hotel closed for a two-year renova
tion in December, it was cheering to
see an actual TV star out front. Alas,
the star was Shannen
Doherty,
in full, shrieking pseudo-Tourette's
mode.
"What the fuck are you doing
to my car?" she hollered at a valet
who was moving it out of the drive
way. Doherty wanted it to stay just
in front of the entrance, where it
would be most convenient for her.
An adult bystander pointed out that
other cars couldn't come and go. "If
I fucking wanted your fucking opin
ion, I'd fucking ask for it," Doherty
replied. "How dare you speak to
me," she added, to the valet, who
hadn't uttered a word.

4. Jurassic Park, by Michael Crichton. (Ballantine, $5.99.)
A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world crisis.

5. The Pelican Brief, by John Grisham. (Dell, $6.99.) Law student
finds herself on the run from killers of two Supreme Court justices.
6. Backlash, by Susan Faludi. (Anchor, $12.50.) Powerful and
fnghtening look at the undeclared war against American women.

(90210)

7. A River Runs Through It, by Norman Maclean.
(Univ. of Chicago Press, $9.95.) Stories of western Montana.
8. Life's Little Instruction Book, by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
(Rutledge Hill, $5.95.) Advice for attaining a full life.

9. All Around the Town, by Mary Higgiris Clark. (Pocket, $6.50.)
A college student is accused of killing her professor.

10. A Time to Kill, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.)
Racial tension runs high during a trial.
CompSedby TheCfvww*ofkegriwfduceeonfrom rdormebonst«*edbycoiege storws evoughoa thecoimtry March IS. 1983

New G Recommended
A personal eelecbon of Marvin Sleekley SMU Bookstore 0

The Passion of the Western Mind, by Richard Tamas. (Ballantine,
$14.00.) Compelling narrative history of the evolving Western world
view - the Western mind and spirit - as seen through the pivotal interac
tion between philosophy, religion and science.
Jazz, by Toni Marrison. (Plume, $10.00.) Set in Harlem in the 1920's
the story captures the rhythms of the city and the bittersweet mood of
black life at a moment in our history we assumed we understood.
Race, by Studs Terkel. (Anchor, $12.95.) How blacks and whites think
and feel about the American obsession.

If you agree that Brenda
Walsh/Shannon
Doherty
should be shunned in every way
possible, then you are cordially
invited to subscribe to the "I
hate Brenda" newsletter that
has one simple purpose: to
trash Brenda and Shannon
(same difference). Anyway,
your first issue of I hate Brenda
is available for $2 at the fol
lowing address:

I Hate Brenda
P.O. 3166
Hollywood, CA 90028
T-shirts, stickers and some
thing about a free Green Jello
CD is also availabe through the
same deal. Call (213) 960-1042
for more info.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS/NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGESTORES

WELCOMES

UNIVERSITY OF
SAN DIEGO
APRIL 3 DAILY THRU 18, 24, 25
MAY 1, 2, 8 DAILY THRU 31*

THE USD BOOKSTORE

•Park closed 6 P.M. - Midnight 5/14 & 5/21
PARK OPENS AT 10 A.M.
Located 25 minutes north of Hollywood off 1-5

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

SIX FLAGS . . . For The Ride of Your Life!

FOR TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES TO DISTRIBUTE CAPS AND
GOWNS TO GRADUATING SENIORS.
APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING SHIFTS:

MAY
10
10 am - 6 pm

17

11
10 am - 6 pm

18
10 am - 2 pm

5

6

10 am - 6 pm

10 am - 6 pm

12
10 am - 6 pm

19

13
10 am - 6 pm

20

7
10 am - 4 pm

14
10 am -'4 pm
21

SAVE

$11.50
PER GEN. USE TICKET

TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE
AN0 ARE VALID ANT ONE OF THE ABOVE DATES.

$14.50

SPECIAL
VALUE

Gen. Use Ticket (Reg. $26.00)
CHILDREN AGE 2 AND UNDER FREE

SPECIAL
OFFER

tf3S®C).
BONUS DAY

ENJOY 2nd DAY
BONUS VISIT!
DETAILS AT THE PARK.

10 am - 2 pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MICHAEL OR DEE DEE
AT 260-4551 OR STOP BY THE BOOKSTORE TO
COMPLETE AN APPLICATION.
APPLICATIONS ARE ALSO BEING ACCEPTED FOR SUMMER AND FALL EMPLOYMENT.

FOR TICKETS CONTACT:
Ticket Office at University Center
260-4600 X4901

Mon.-Thurs. 10 am - 5 pm / Friday 10 am - 8 pm
Saturday 4 pm - 8 pm
© 1993 Six Flags Theme Parks Inc.
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Kings of the USD music scene
Patloele
Special to the VISTA

With rock and other musical genres expe
riencing their own revolutions which iscom
parable to the many other social ramifica
tions evident today, the original sound and
artistic compatibility that Au
ral Pleasure possesses have
helped the band gain significant popularity within the USD
community that is, oddly
enough, quite insignificant for
the band members.
Aural Pleasure projects a
fresh outlook towards musical
composition. The band mem
bers consist of three USD stu
dents and one former USD stu
dent. They are: Kevin
Linderman, Brian Halverson,
Jim Onstad and Marc
Mussatto.
Their sound has introduced
a different style to the fore
front of the university social
scene, performing at local
night spots and campus func
tions including the "Battle of
a U
the Bands" competition last
week where they won first place, collected
$400 and surely aquired a larger fan base.
When wondering how such a sound de
veloped, one may look at the musical influ
ences each member has brought to the band,

which range from Pearl Jam and other Se
attle bands, to Rush, extending further to
include Trip Shakespeare and other musical
sounds from Minneapolis.
Lead guitarist Kevin Linderman has taken
great delight with theband'sincreasingpopularity. "It feels good for people to notice us
for the music we make," says Linderman.

However, he is quick to add that the mem
bers remain modest. "We just go to school
and play music," he admits. "We're not in it
for the popularity."
What started as a jam session about a year

ago in a room in the bottom of Maher Hall
has turned into a sweet success story, and
has given the members a realistic vision of a
possible future in the business.
"I've always dreamed about making it
[rock music] my life and my career," com
ments Linderman, "but I've always thought
of it as just a dream and far away until this
happened ... until Aural Plea
sure."
Linderman feels that the next
several months will reveal many
answers to questions about the
band's future. Aural Pleasure
will finally be making a studiorecorded demo. Even more im
portantly, the members of the
band will be moving in together,
at least for the summer. The
band'sshort history together was
not enough to keep them away
from their home towns last sum
mer.
It is this sense of companion
ship that allows them to live
together, and that has been a
major factor in Aural Pleasure's
prosperity. "Friendship is a ma
jor aspect of the band," says
j,
Linderman. "If the friendship
wasn't there, the band wouldn't
exist
The band is Aural Pleasure. If you're going
to San Felipe, you'll be fortunate enough to
have their live entertainment accompanying
the festivities. If not be sure to see them soon.

Steady diet of nothing
Sterling Callier
StaffWriter

The term "political rock" is a bit of an anomaly
in most people's minds. The mere thought of the
torn floods the mind with horrid visions of die
pretensious self-righteousness of bands like the
Samplesor the bandwagon-jumping hypocrisy of
every other MTV act Thesebands will gladly sell
youasubscription to theHip
Cause of the Month Club,
but Mien asked to walk it
like they talk it they fall flat
on their dices. Washington
D.C. powerhouse Fugazi
avoids this trap of commer
cially viable advocacy by
turning their political views
into something more than
just a song. For Fugazi, the
songs are a way of life.
Led by guitarist/singer Ian
MacKaye,Fugazi leads their
audience by example rather
than just words. Instead of
makingacameophoto-opat
variouscharity benefits, they
chose to organize events
themselves. Violently op
posed tothe trappingsof the
music industry, they record and are distributed by
MacKaye's own Dischord records. They refuse
advertising and merchandise,gathering theircon
siderable fan base on the strength of word-ofmouth and constant touring. On every Dischord
release, MacKaye makessure there is an address
from which fans can order Dischord releases at
pricesconsiderably lessthan retail. Indefianceof
rising concert costs, Fugazi hasalways refused to
play at venues charging more than $5 for their
shows.
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Fugazi is a politically correct band, but thisis an
ideology that they honestly, thoughtfully, and
passionately believe in, one that is a far cry from
foe follow-the-leader attitude of knee-jerk liberal
ism. In fact, their philosophy minors Ronald
Reagan's campaign promise of 1980 to "keep
govemmentout of our lives." On their six releases
to date they combat, among other things, what
they see as an oppressive bent of today's lawmak
ers. On their last album, Steady Diet of Nothing,

MacKayescreams,"They'reinmy body/They're
in body" on the pro-choice anthem "Reclama
tion" they also lament the Supreme Court's cur
rent rightward slanton "Open Letterto Justice," a
salute to former liberal Justice William Brennan.
They balancethis, however, with avehement call
for self-reliance and responsibility for one's ac
tions on songs like"Anthem," in which MacKaye
says, 'This is the anthem/you make yourselfryou
are responsible for youractions."
With all this in mind, it is easy to overlook the

power of their music, which is formidable.
Formed from foe ashes of MacKaye's second
band, Minor Threat, Fugazi has taken punk
rock toanother musical level. Their guitars are
angry shards of glass that speak pure anger and
indignation. MacKaye's voice of rage and
desolation is tempered by fellow singer and
guitarist Guy Picatto's mix of soft remorse and
cautious hope. The rhythms are always varied
and intricate as on theska-tinted title track from
1990's Repeater.
In concert, they have a pulsating
conviction that combines all foe ele
ments thatmakeuptheirsound: pas
sion, rage, sadness, and foe need to
affect change. Onstage, MacKaye
has no problem with voicing his dis
pleasure with disruptivecrowd mem
bers, especially those who feel foe
need to escape the music by slamdancing, which he feels lost all its
spontaneity years ago and has be
come foe terrain of dumb jocks,
skinheads and variousother shirtless
idiots. MacKaye has been known to
verbally, and occasionally physically,
attack especially belligerentaudience
members, all in hopesof maximizing
the audience's enjoyment without
j
letting a select few infringeon other's
rights to getting their money'sworfo.
Appearing Monday at SOMA, their opening
act, locals Three Mile Pilot, are worth more
than the$5 admission feeby themselves. They
combine a bass, drums, and two voices — no
guitars — to pump out a formidable dose of
passionate music that is described best by the
simple word "real."
Fugazi and Three Mile Pilot are Appearing
Monday, April 26,8p.m. at SOMA, 555 Union
Street, Downtown
$5, all ages. 239-SOMA.

Concerts Picks
Tonight:
Black Uhuru, Andrew Tosh, and
Louie Rankin:
Reggae legends Uhuru doing one of
their semi-annual local stops. Opener
Tosh is the son of former Wailer and
solo legend Peter Tosh, so at least he
has gaieties on his side. At SOMA. 8
p.m., 555 Union Street, Downtown.
All ages. $16 in advance. Call 5441886 for more details.

Bl'ast!, Fu Manchu, and Kerosene:
Pure punk, pure fun, whoopie doo-daday. AttheCasbah. 9 pm. 2812
Kettner Blvd. 21+w/ID. Call 2949033.

Friday:
Honey Glaze, Ghoulspoon, Phychic
Zoo, Uncle Joe's Big 01' Driver, and
Kai Kin:
Showcase of top local talent ranging
from funk rock (Honey Glaze,
Ghoulspoon) to top-notch garage rock
(Uncle Joe's BOD). Five great bands
for the price of a twelve pack (6 bucks),
and infinitely more fun. At SOMA. 8
p.m. 555 Union Street, Downtown.
All ages. $6. Call 239-SOMA.

Saturday:
UCSD Chamber Music presents:
Emerson String Quartet:
The third of three cultural events that
UCSD is putting on within the month
of April. At Manville Auditorium @
UCSD. $18 General Admission.
Student discounts given. Call 5346467.

The Sort of Quartet, Donald Wilson,
Powerdresser, and Schmaltz:
Four local acts at S.D.'s coolest coffee
house (besides Denny's). Shows
usually cost $2-$3, which can be
redeemed for the usual coffee house
food and drink stuffs. Make sure and
try their world class Quesadillas. At
Cafe Chabalaba. 8 p.m., 1070 16th
Street, Downtown. Call 234-BEAN.

Great White and Asphalt Ballet:
San Diego's concert event of the
millenium. See Great White now if
you expect to live a full life. Local
metal madmen Asphalt Ballet will
open. At Iguana's. 9 p.m. Pueblo
Amigo Shopping Center, Tijuana. $15
in advance, $18 day of show. Call 278TIXS.

Sunday:
King Missle and Hammerbox:
Go and maybe you could be the lucky
one to catch vocalist John C. Hall's
detachable Penis as he hurls it into the
crowd. At the Pub. 8 p.m. UCSD
campus, La Jolla.

Monday:
Fugazi and Three Mile Pilot:
At SOMA. 8 p.m. 555 Union Street,
Downtown. All Ages. $5. Call 239SOMA (See article for details).

Wednesday:
Rick Springfield and the Jerry
McCann Band:
Former General Hospital hunk and topforty star of your youth comes to bring
his brand of revolutionary music to San
Diego. Highlights include 48 minute
death metal/jazz fusion rendering of
"Jesse's Girl." At Belly Up Tavern.
8:30 p.m. 143 South Cedros Avenue,
Solano Beach. Call 481-9022.
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A roller coaster of schizophrenic fun!
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

Stephen King knows a thing
or two about terrifying people.
Regardless of the specific me
dium in which his works ap
pear, King is widely regarded
as the master of contemporary
horror. His latest film "The Dark
Half' only strengthens his repu
tation. The film is nothing short
of a dizzying roller-coaster ride
of suspense, pulling the audi
ence into its action early on and
maintaining
a
veritable
chokehold on them for the en
suing two hours.
"The Dark Half," based on
King's 1989 novel and directed
by acclaimed horror
impresario George A. Romero,
stars Timothy Hutton in the dual
roles of schizophrenic
writer Thad Beaumont and his
"alter-ego," George Stark. The
story unfolds as Beaumont, who
has created Stark as a pseud
onym to write trash novels, is
blackmailed by a fan who threat
ens to leak his secret to the press.
When Thad decides to break the
story himself and "kill off"
George Stark, all hell breaks
loose as Beaumont is implicated

in a string of grisly murders.
Simultaneously, someone
claiming to be Stark harasses
Beaumont, threatening more
violence unless the writer brings
his violent "alter-ego" back to
life. Timothy Hutton is compel
ling in the dual roles of Beau
mont and George Stark. While
the two characters are polar opposites —Beaumont is quiet and
literate, while Stark is violent
and psychotic— Hutton handles
the changes beautifully.
There are many plot twists
present in the film that make it
all the more interesting (albeit
nothing so shocking as "The
Crying Game"!). One of the
more interesting twists is that
Beaumont's fingerprints are
found at all of the crime scenes!
Such twists make the film un
predictable, and thus more suspenseful.
'"The Dark Half is a Jekylland-Hyde story," says director
George Romero, "in the
sense that it explores the dark
side of all of us. It's a very
thought provoking story, be
cause revealing our dark half
not only affects our own lives
but our families and relation
ships as well."
Also appearing in the film
are Amy Madigan as Thad's
wife Liz, Michael Rookeras

Sheriff Alan Pangborn, and the
legendary Julie Harris as Thad's
eccentric colleague Reggie
DeLesseps. All of these perfor
mances are notable, but Harris'
role is particularly memorable.
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In Stephen King's original
novel, the character of Reggie
was a man, but not a single line
of the script was rewritten for
Harris, who even kept the
character's trademark pipe.
"The Dark Half' works well
primarily because the produc
tion was competent and did not
try to be too ambitious with their

R

special effects. This is not to
say, however, that there were
no special effects. Throughout
the film, the audience is re
minded of Beaumont's schizo
phrenia by the constant sound
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of chirping sparrows. In the
same way, George Stark's pres
ence is foreshadowed by the
flight of thousands of sparrows.
For these sequences, the film
used 4,500 specially trained
birds.
This film is unpredictable.
Numerous lesser films have
been done in by this same e

lement, but here it only adds to
the suspense of the picture,
owing to the simple fact that the
audience never knows what will
happen next. The film further
succeeds in that it sets up so
many conflicts —between char
acters, between the natural and
supernatural worlds, and ulti
mately between the two beings
that reside within all of us. King
and Romero collaborate to
slowly tighten the screws of
these conflicts in a manner of
which they alone are capable.
Stephen King fans take
note... look for the film version
of his recent book "Needful
Things" at a theater near you
this summer!
I realize that there has been
some change in the format for
rating films, but since I still
have an interesting list of cars
to use, I'm sticking with the
tried and true (sorry, Mike). On
a scale of Ferrari to Pinto, "The
Dark Half' rolls in as a Nissan
Pulsar NX (with optional "Sport
Back"!) In other words, some
incarnations are decent looking,
while others are so ugly they
should have never seen the light
of day.
"The Dark Half' opens na
tionwide tomorrow at a theatre
near you so go check this one
out for a springtime scare.

ES YOU TO

8:00 PM • 12 MID
Free Pizza and drinks! \
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Serial killer comedy is Low-budget, but realistic
Mike Sarklssian
StaffWraer

This mock documentary is a killer jet
black comedy that combines horrifying
violence with incredible wit. Ben, played
by Benoit Poelvoorde, is a philosophiz
ing, poetry-reciting, professional killer
whose daily excursions into thievery and
cold-blooded murder are scrupulously
recorded by a documentary film crew.
At once repelled and fascinated , the
filmmakers do their best to stay away
from the subject matter, only to be drawn

into the killer's routine and become
seduced by his lifestyle until they glee
fully join in the mayhem.
To be looked upon as a real documen
tation, the film was done in black and
white. The Belgian film is in French
with English subtitles. The low budget
film had a fictional crew was the real
crew and Benoit, the actor-producer, is
Ben the killer-actor. "It's a perfectly
self-sufficient system born out of pov
erty," stated Remy, the director. The
idea of the low budget was formulated
into the movie. When the film crew
needed money, Ben would kill someone

and take his or her cash
just to keep the movie
running. Also, in one
gore scene, one of the
sound guys used meat
from a butcher shop he
worked at for extra
cash. Don't be preju
diced about low-bud
get films, because
"Man Bites Dog" was
featured at the New
York Film Festival.
The film crew used
everything they could
to create a real image. Ben's real parents
were used and were ignorant to the real
topic of the picture, and the actors were
actually the real film crew and used
their own names. The film does appear
real, and one Italian critic at the Festival
believed they really killed people to
make the picture and almost got them in
trouble.
From the start, the nice-guy image
that Ben possesses seduces the audience
into liking Ben, even if he commits mur
ders and robbery. As the movie pro
gressed, his actions became worse. I
thought the guy was a riot. He killed
people nonchalantly with an almost care
free attitude. He Jokes and gave the crew
a lesson on weight proportion to sink a
body in the river. His family life was
great; the town loved him.
Even though he was a serial killer, the

audience liked him, until one scene
where Ben and the film crews actions
were unbearable. It was a gang rape
scene where they made the husband
watch, and afterwards he was killed.
After watching this scene the theater
was silent. No more laughter and no
more comments; just a dead silence.
The film is really heavy. It's defi
nitely not a flick for an emotionally
unstable person. The humor is funny and
morbid but entertaining throughout the
whole movie. With credits rolling no
one spoke; they just sat in their chairs,
unable to move. I felt like I just got hit
by a MAC truck. But looking back now,
I thoroughly enjoyed watching Ben ex
plain to the audience that the best way to
sink a midget's body in the river is to use
three times his or her body weight be
cause they have porous bones.
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Ice-T
Home Invasion

Rhyme Syndicate/Priority
/•••
Ice-T, the original gangster, is one of the
only entertainers bold enough to challenge
the decade's two most popular musical
genres: rap and rock. Ironically, his new
album, Home Invasion, is quite different
since it protests popular (sellout) music and
manifests personal fears.
Ice-T's music is not the best or worst
whether in his new speed metal band Body
Count or in his usual self-employed rap
releases. To his fans, his music is not the
only factor in determining who he is, but
what he represents. His personality is one
that has natural validity since he despises
most of what reality
feeds to him (bad
cops, gang violence,
etc.). Too many
people seemed to
jump the gun (so to
speak) on Body
Count when "Cop
Killer" altered the
way we look at cen
sorship and the hy
pocrisy thatexists in
society over free
dom of speech.
Thriving on this
cop killing theme,
Ice-T continues the
rebeling, reclaiming
his position as the original gangster in "Watch
The Ice Break." In this song, he blindsides
weak pop and dance rappers by questioning,
"How does if feel to wake up every morning
and look in the mirror and know that you're
a fuckin' bitch?" You heard of the king of
pop? Well here is the king of anti-pop.
After being reinstated to his throne, he is
able to kick back a bit with DJ Evil E and
other rappers in "Pimp Behind The Wheels"
and "99 problems (and a bitch ain't one)"
and toss around male blasphemy.
To show a stitch of his lighter side, he
throws out a message to the dominant Los
Angeles gangs in "Gotta Lotta Love." This
was not so surprising. Who wouldn't want to

tone down gang violence. It does not mean
that Ice-T is selling out, or he is weakening.
All this shows is that he is human like
everyone else, and that you don't have to
drink 40s and carry a gun to be tough. It's
more respect for one another that he is aim
ing for and not such a selfish and defensive
attitude. It's like getting into a fight: both
combatants are scared, and nothing good
can come out of it. Ice-T has exploited ex
actly what other rappers try not to portray.
He has exposed fear.
"Race War" relates Ice's views on blacks
and whites. He tackles the Psychological,
not the physical dimensions of race rela
tions. He states that anything that is not
white... is black, and that the minorities are
not the minority, they're the majority.
Cop-killing themes are not prevailent in
the new album. More along the lines of
kidnapping in a in the
title track of Home In
vasion.
Ice-T deals with the
fears of whites. Body
Count's "K.K.K.
Bitch" wasaprimeexample and many cops
turned sour with fear
by picketing against
"Cop Killer." Think
about it They were
picketing against a
song. And the scary
part is that the song
was not so far from the
truth. Ice-T has been
living that truth since
day one, but when he dares to let the truth
leak the cops think they can fight him with
picket lines. He likes this because it shows
that there is fear within the police force and
that he is able to give them one sleepless
night for the many that they have given his
people. He attempts this same stunt in Home
Invasion.
Home Invasion is 100 percent pure
Ice-T, with nothing watered down. Ev
ery aspect of it is a part of his personal
ity. If you're not confused with Ice-T's
messages, then you're probably already
a fan. If you disagree, then fear may
dominate your world.
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he year that punk broke was
1991 according to punk godfa
thers Sonic Youth and various
other now - unveiled underground
bands. Butwhy was 1991 so fortu
nate (or unfortunate) to have such
an impacton the mainstream? Was
it youth rebellion, or just luck? Or
maybe it could have just been the
music.
"1991: The Year Punk Broke"
is very low-budget and down
home, showing life on the road
with punk grandparents Sonic
Youth during their 1991 European
Tour. Joining the Youth on tour
are their fellow musical bretheren:
Nirvana, Dinosaur Jr., Babes in
Toyland, Gumball and the
Ramones.
Nirvana provides much of the
humor in the movie. Lead singer
Kurt Cobain's out-of-this-world
mentality shines through while bass
ist Chris Noveselic's and drummer
Dave Grohl's drunken antics are
worth the time alone. Other light
moments come from Sonic You th's
singer/guitarist Thurston Moore,
whose random meanderings on just
about everything and anything re
semble those of a thoroughly stoned
Jim Morrison with shorter hair.
The punkumentary chronicles a
crucial time in modem rock history,
"alternative" bands were being
signed to major record companies
left and right. Alternative music
had become a commodity that, as
Nirvana proved shortly after the
movie's making,could make major
labels big profits. "1991" shows
the bands' growing pains and reluc
tance over moving to a big label:

M A G A Z I N E

Wanting to remain true to their roots
but compromising none the less by
signing for the big bucks.
The film isnot for outsiders. Like
many B-side rarities put out by
these bands, the film is very rare.
It's quality and content give it a
unique atmosphere that only true
fans can appreciate. Director and
photographer, Dave Markey, pur
posefully deviates from the stan
dard rock-film genre. Instead of
big panoramic shots with cameras
flying overthe crowd, Markey gives
the viewer an unpolished look at
the live performances and the back
stage footage that corresponds well
with the unpolished music of the
bands.

AS Film Forum will bring you an
unusual offering this coming week.
"1991: The Year Punk Broke,"

PUnK
represents adeparture from theFilm
Forum'spreviousfeatures that have
seen Hollywood standards like
"Home Alone" and "The Adams
Family" being aired.
"1991: The Year Punk Broke"
will be shown Friday, April 23 at
8:30 p.m. in the UC Grille and again
on Sunday, April 25 at 8:30 p.m. in
UC Forum AB.

SONIC YOUTH
1991 : THE YEAR PUNK BROKE

—Chris Holub

bro
ke

Warner Bros. Recored recently announced that it was releasing the antiauthoritarian
misogynist rapper Ice-T from his contract, citing "creative differences." Huh? What
creative differences?

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
(1938) Outlaws cut this sheriff and get

his bitch.
THE MALTESE FALCON (1941) Cops think

this guy offed this other guy, because he
was doing the guy's bitch.
STRANGERS ON A TRAIN (1951) This guy
hates his wife. He meets another guy on a
train, and that guy strangles the bitch.
EAST OF EDEN (1955) This guy's mom
can't help being a whore.
ROBIN AND THE SEVEN HOODS (1964)

Gangsters get all the bitches they want.
Cops can't touch them.
THE WILD BUNCH (1969) This gang of
outlaws all get blown away while being
chased by cops. One almost makes it, but
he gets offed by a whore.
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (1971) Outlaw
rapes this bitch. Then he rapes this other
bitch. Cops torture him and try to drown
him, but they can't break him.

/••1/2
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—Chris Woo

DIRTY HARRY (1971) Racist psycho pulls

this bitch's teeth out and buries her alive.
Psycho cop dusts him.
MCCABE AND MRS. MILLER (1971) Pimp
wants his own whorehouse. Guys try to
blow him away, but he blows them away
while they blow him away. The head
whore is too strung out to even care.
MAGNUM FORCE (1973) Pimp pours
Drano down this whore's throat. Traffic
cops form a death squad. They get blown
away.
OUTLAND (1981) In outer space, this guy
is gonna cut this whore until he gets
offed by corrupt cops.
SHARKY'S MACHINE (1981) This whore
gets offed. Cops protect this other really
expensive whore. They all get blown away.
BLADE RUNNER (1982) In the future, this
racist police chief makes this guy blow
away these two robot whores.
REVERSAL OF FORTUNE (1990) This guy
tried to off this bitch. But he's rich and has
a Jewish lawyer, so he gets away with it.
UNFORGIVEN (1992) A guy cuts a whore.
So this outlaw blows away a racist cop.

Simple Minds
Glittering Prize:Greatest Hits1981-1992
A&M

Young Disciples
Road To Freedom
Mercury

Ice-T's Farewell Tribute to Warner Bros.

THE PUBLIC ENEMY (Warner Bros., 1931)
Gangster blows away this cop. Punches
this one bitch in the face and smacks this
other bitch with a grapefruit.
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Song/Performance List
Sonic Youth:

Nirvana:

SONIC YOUTH
in

"Kool Thing"
"Dirty Boots"
'Teenage Riot"
"Expressway to Yr Skull"
"Mote"
"Schizophrenia"
"Brother James"
"I Love Her All the Time"
"Smells Like Teen Spirit"
"Polly"
"Endless, Nameless"
"Negative Creep"

Dinosaur Jr.:

"Freak Scene"
'The Wagon"

The Ramones:

"Commando"

Gumball:

"Pre"

Babes in Toyland:

"Dustcake Boy"

1991 : THE YEAR PUNK BROKE

Young Disciples defy simple explanation.
An inherent flaw with much current soul
music is that it is repetitive, uncreative, and
generally gets boring after only limited expo
sure. Young Disciples, however, appear to be
an exception to the rule. Listening tothe British
duo'sdebutalbum,RoadToFreedom, accom
plishes two things: it simultaneously gets the
feet moving and makes one curse the British
for attempting to keep the band exclusively on
their shores.
Road To Freedom is compelling in that it
doesn't follow any formulas. Each song sounds
unique in relation to the others. For purposes of
comparison, Young Disciples sound like a
loose mix of Arrested Development, Lisa
Stansfield, Soul II Soul and many others. The
music is an amalgam of rap, soul, R+B, jazz
and even a little blues.While thisdescription is
admittedly ambiguous, it merely underscores
the difficulty one has in attempting to label the
sound. Whatever it is, one thing is clear—the
experiment works.
The album is spiritually liberating and pre
sents a message of universal peace, love and
harmony. While this message is not very origi
nal, one really can't complain about its inten
tions. Songs such as the mellow funk of "Ap
parently Nothin' (Soul River)" and "Move
On" are interspersed with faster grooves like
"Get Yourself Together"and "Step Right On."
All the songs contribute to the diverse and
unpredictable natureof thealbum. Young Dis
ciples go out on a limb with "Funky Yeh Funki
(Mek It)," a 41-second interludeof hard instru-

Simple Minds has arguably been, over the
past decade,one of the keystone bands in the
development of what is now "modem rock."
What began as a small quintet outside of
Glasgow, Scotland in 1981 became one of the
most innovative bandsthe world over, spawn
ing seemingly one hit single after another.
It stands to reason that after a decade of

such successes, a greatest hits compilation
would be inevitable, if not long overdue. Jim
Kerr and company finally delivered last year
with Glittering Prize: Greatest Hits 19811992, a collection of familiar favorites and a
few extras. For the most part, it is a respect
able collection, containing such hits as "Don' t
You (Forget About Me)," "Sanctify Your
self," and "Alive and Kicking,"among more
recent songs like"See The Lights" and "Stand
By Love." It fails only in what it leaves out—
"Book of Brilliant Things" and "Oh
young disciples
Jungleland," among others, seem criminal
exclusions.
Although the band's personnel has changed
somewhat over the years, the key members
have remained, strengthening their bonds and
working well together. The basic lineup con
sists of vocalist Jim Kerr, guitarist Charlie
Burchill, bassist John Giblin, keyboardist
Michael MacNeil and drummer Mel Gaynor.
Glittering Prize also contains a fairly com
plete history of the band, its various trialsand
rise to fame.
While the lyrical and musical content of
Glittering Prize are very good across the
board, the song "Belfast Child" is particu
larly memorable for its simple instrumenta
tion and brooding lyrics, which together give
the song an ethereal, otherworldly quality. A
criticism of the situation in Northern Ireland,
the song is typical of the band's strong politi
cal
sense that drives many of their songs. One
mental beats.
Young Disciples are Femi Williams and of the album's failures is that some of the
Marc Nelson. They began the band in 1986 renditions are a bit watered down, particu
upon being disheartened with the state of club larly by contrast to Simple Minds' 1987 live
music in London at the time, and things haven' t album, City of Light.
Glittering Prize is unquestionably a fine
been the same since. One early critic stated
simply, "They are a mentality, not a band." collection from one of modern rock's most
Road To Freedom is the irrefutable proof. It is influential and compelling bands. The album
at the same time earthy and ethereal, and has a doesn't quite live up to its title, however...
perhaps "Diamond In The Rough" would be
nice rhythm to boot!
Now it's in your hands to decide. Road To more accurate, given the weak renditions of
Freedom will beavailable in the Music Listen some of the pieces. This is only a minor
ing Lounge for one week. Have a listen and see contrivance, though. For a collection of great
what "the buzz crossing theocean" is all about. songs, one could do a lot worse.

—Matt Morgan

—Matt Morgan

And the winner is

"A
•••

(Your name here)
Geez! King Missle must be really bad
since none of you entered our little drawing
last week. Anyway, here's the new deal.
The first name we find on one of these

pieces of paper in the Outlook mailbox will gel
your very own King Missle CD. That's all you
have to do. (It might be a good idea to put your
phone # on it too.)
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Home of the best
fries in the world
Amy De Winter
StaffWriter

For those of you from the
L.A. area, you're going to love
this news. The popular Is
lands restaurant chain has fi
nally pushed the Orange
County boundary and opened
up a brand new location in
San Diego territory. Yes, it's
true, the home of the unbeat
able french fry is now just a
short drive away.
Islands is a fun, fast-paced
yet delicious restaurant set in
a tropical, youthful atmo
sphere. Originally based in the
Los Angeles area, the restau
rant has created a licensing
agreement with Chart House
Enterprises to open up at least
50 new Islands locations in
San Diego, Florida and Ari
zona. The Chart House chain
is also responsible for Peohe 's
restaurant, Paradise Bakeries,
and Cork 'N Cleaver locations
in and around San Diego.
Although best known for
their secret recipe fries, Is

lands also serves deluxe ham
burgers, specialty chicken
sandwhiches, soft tacos, and
much, much more. The por
tions are amazingly plentiful for
the price: a full basket of fries
(and I mean full) is only $1.75,
and can be easily shared be
tween a group of four. Need
less to say a highly recommend
going on an empty stomach you also have to save room for
Islands' famous Kona Pie des
sert - an ice cream mud pie that
can't be passed up.
In essence, Islands is a dream
come true for us San Diegan
college students. This is one of
the few sit-down restaurants
here that is fun, in our limited
budget price range, and serves
delicious food that we can en
joy. The service is fast and
always pleasant, and the atmo
sphere is fun and inviting. The
only area they fall short is in
that they didn't open one
sooner!

For more information
on Islands Restraunts,
call 485-8705.

everything except
bee-hives
(sorry)

trims, major cuts, colors

260-SOLU

Jntemati cm al Students
O
n i zcdi o n

PRESENTS:!
*A A A A A A All

SPRING
FASHION
SHOW
Saturday, May 1, 1993
7:30 pm XJC Forum AB
Admission: $5.00
Tickets available at
UC Box Office
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Pacific Beach
931 Garnet Ave.
483-5150
SDSU
6663 El Cajon Blvd.
460-4370
Escondido
Escondido Promenade
737-6167
Miramar
8250 Cammo Sante Fe
450-3323
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"pXllartf" The mind of a dead head
Amy De Winter

needs and her religious beliefs.
Tickets for the Old Globe range
from $32 to $22.
The La Jolla/Mandell Weiss
Playhouse at UCSD is also home
to some worthy theatrical pro
ductions. The Playhouse is an
intimate little theatare which is
generally run by the students of
UCSD. The current production
is called "Outside Down", a play
about a young man dealing with
the violent death of his older
brother. The topic is emotion
ally charged and delves into the
psychological and
even
philisophical side of life and
death issues. The performance
is set to run from April 28 - May
2, and tickets are only $6 for
students with I.D.
If you're looking for to see a
classic in performance a good
choise would be "Tartuffe"
playing at the Lamb's Player
Theatre. The play is based on a
new translation of this comedy
of hypocrisy and deceit which
adds a modern touch to Moliere's
classic story. "Tartuffe" runs from
April 23 -May 22. Tickets are $16
and $20 for evening and matinee
shows.

Staff Writer

Now that the Oscars are over,
why not take a peek at what's
coming to San Diego's Perform
ing Art Theatres? Unknown to
many, San Diego is host to a
variety of professional and ama
teur live theatres offering ev
erything from emotional dramas
to side-splitting comedies.
The Old Globe Theatre is
probably the most well-known
and popular playhouse in the
San Diego area. Located in
Balboa Park the Old Globe
houses mostly small scale pro
ductions. However, they do
produce quite a variety - from
Shakespeare to modern musi
cals. The latest produciton in
the works is a play called
"Mornings at Seven" - a lighthearted comedy about four sis
ters who have lived too close
together for too long. Also in
the plans is a play called "Out
of Purgatory" which is set to
open on May 16th at the Cassius
Carter Theatre at the Old Globe.
This story is on the serious side, Old Globe: (619) 239-2255
focusing on a woman facing a Lajolla: (619) 534-3960
clash between her personal Lamb's: (619) 474-4542

Kevin McWayne
Staff Writer

"See ya," were the last words
spoken by Jerry Garcia, front
man of the Grateful Dead, as
the Jerry Garcia Band ended the
last song of their last set at the
Sports Arena last Sunday night.
After a brief bout with
illness, Garcia was back in San
Diego for another extraordinary
show which made for a fun filled
day. Garcia is definitely feeling

The parking lot
at a Jerry or
Grateful Dead
show is some
thing that is
unique •••
better. Critics and fans both
say he is trimmer, more
animated and definitely more
alive.

Garcia on guitar was
accompanied by a bass, drums,
two female back-up singers and
an incredible keyboardist. The
band opened its first set with
"How Sweet It Is To Be Loved
By You," which set the audience
off. Other tunes of the review
included "Shining Star,"
"Money Honey" and "What A
Wonderful World." Garcia and
the keyboardist were constantly
and playfully pushing each other
to the extreme, belting out note
after incredible note.
When the lights came on at
the end of the second set, the
excitement in the arena could
still be felt. I cheered for me,
although I knew I would have to
wait for another concert. In the
meantime, tapes of other
concerts will have to keep me
going.
When the lights came on and
security pushed us out, it wasn't
over yet. There was still much
more to explore in the parking
lot. Although the parking lot
was dark, the energy was still
rushing through the crowd as a
drum pit assembled in the east
end of the parking lot. The
parking lot at a Jerry or Grateful
Dead show is something that is
unique to these shows and is a
must to be experienced. It is

like a Kolbey's Swap Meet, only
bigger, better and more enjoyable
than walking around in the hot sun
looking for a cheap pair of
sunglasses to wear to the beach.
The lot was filled with homemade

The lot was
filled with home
made arts and
crafts, including
psychedelic tyedye's...
arts and crafts, including
psychedelic tye-dye's , crystals,
lockets, hand-woven bags, and
natural foods, and much more.
As the parking lot scene wound
down(withthehelpof "America's
Finest") and we headed home, we
all thanked God we were at home
and didn't have to drive to
anywhere like San Francisco. As
we floated out of the parking still
filled with energy, we began to
think about the Warfield in San
Francisco where Jerry is playing
this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
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Thursday Nite Live
R o c k a n d BILJOS IN/ l u s i c c
Every Friday

1993

"The Rug Burns"

CAP & GOWN

Every Saturday

PORTRAITS
ONLY

$19.95

Karaoke

2 Pool Tables
Darts

Thursday and Saturday Special
Large Pitcher of Beer for $3.75 ui/ USD ID

2222 San Diego Ave.
(Old Town-One block South of Old Town Ave,)

543-9767

PRICE INCLUDES: 4 Each 4 x 6" Portraits + 1 Each 8 x 10" Portrait
Negatives Returned To You For Reorder

WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

May 10-14
Salomon Hall (Adjacent To Cap & Gown Rental)
10 am - 4 pm Daily (No Appointment Necessary)

We Provide Cap & Gown. Portraits With Friends .And Family Welcome.
(S3.00 For Each Additional Person)

$3?SOff

1
•

1993 CAP & GOWN I
USD
PORTRAIT SPECIAL |
| BOOKSTORE
Present This Coupon At Time of Sitting
260-4551
And Save S3.00 On Price Of Portraits.
Reg. S19.95. $16.95 With Coupon.
May 10 - 14, 10 am - 4 am. Salomon Hall

.SUBWAY*
SUPER STUDENT DEAL!!!!
FREE CHIPS & 220Z DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY FOOTLONG SANDWICH
NO COUPON NECESSARY
JUST SHOW US YOUP STUDENT I.D.

OFFER GOOD AT 1122 MORENA BLVD. LOCATION ONLY
THRU SPRING '93 FINALS
275-6999
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FREE RENT* 50% OFF
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LOCK-IT LOCKERS

MISSION VALLEY

291-4362

s"5®3•— 1560 Frazee Road
lOne oiock Northeast of
Friars Rd. atHwv. 163)
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Locations also in Phoenix. Tucson 4 Temoe
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STUDENT SPECIAL

[CLASSIFIED ADS:
I

FREE STICKER

Reward ! !
Good Money For Hard Workers
Summer/Permanent Employment

WITH THIS AD

5401 Linda Vista Rd., #407
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 297-5900
(across from USO lower entrance)

is; crificvai-

buy one
and receive the second pair free!!!

Alaska Summer EmploymentFisheries. Earn $600+ /week in
canneries or $4,000+ /month on
Our progressive distribution outlet is looking for
fishing boats. Free Transportation,
10 sharp ambitious individuals to leam all areas
Room and Board! Over 8,000
of our business. Selected applicants will learn
advertising, personnel, sales/marketing, and openings. No experience necessary.
administration.
Male or Female. For employment
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
program call:
Call immediately for personal interview
1-206-545-4155 ex. A5979
586-0101
International Employment-Make
money teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
RAISE A COOL
Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month.
$1000
Many provide room & board + other
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
benefits. No previous training or
Plus $1000 for the member who calls!
teaching certificate required, for
No obligation. No cost. And a free
international employment program
Igloo cooler if you qualify. Call
call the international employment
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
group: (206) 632-1146 Ex J5979

Greeks and Clubs
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ACAPULCO STYLE
Wednesday May 5th
Livi: D.J. & Da n c i n g
from 3pm

#

DUNK TANK
* T R I P GIVEAWAYS *
.aO A

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES
OUTLAW
»«, MIKE BINDER "INDIAN SUMMER" "-"S JEFFREY SILVER... ROBERT NEWMYER
PG13|
MIKE BINDER
QDl "'" °l
PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED
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Distributed by Buena Vista Pictures PistribuHon. Inc. - ©touchstone Pictures
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THE VISTA INVITES YOU TO WIN PASSES
TO rREMIERE SCREENINGS OE THESE UPCOMING FTIMSI
JUST ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY AND PHONE IN
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Phone 260-8124
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1. NAME ONE OTHER FILM IN WHICH ALAN ARKIN WAS THE STAR?
2. WHAT RECENT TOUCHSTONE RELEASE DID VINCENT SPANO STAR?
(HINT: HE COULD BE CONSIDERED, 'ALIVE' AND WELL)
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Comic band becomes butt of own jokes
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

Sometimes it pays to quit when you're
ahead. In the case of "Return of Spinal Tap"
(MPI Home Video), this is a mottothat every
one involved would have done well tofollow.
To say that this project is gratuitous and
unnecessary in the first place is merely beg
ging the question. After all, the sheer beauty
of 1984's "This Is Spinal Tap" was that it
sought to satirize the genre of bad rock docu
mentaries in all their grotesque, pompous
glory. With the "Return of Spinal Tap," how
ever, the band becomes the butt of its own
joke, and doesn't do a very convincing job of
it at that.
Most of the film consists of footage of a
concert that Spinal Tap performed in London's
famed Royal Albert Hall, of all places, in July
1992. Interspersed between performances
from the 1984 film soundtrack and 1991
album Break Like the Wind are documentary
clips and interviews with band members David
St. Hubbins (Michael McKean), Derek Smalls
(Harry Shearer) and Nigel Tufnel (Christo
pher Guest). While the songs are funny, the
performances are boring, lacking any of the
impromptu "stage goofs" that were the hall
mark of the 1984 film. In short, this film
appears to be the very thing that Spinal Tap
set out to mock... a pompous documentary,
not to mention the fact that the band shouldn' t
exist to begin with.

There are, however, the occa
sional bouts of the creative hu
mor found in "This is Spinal
Tap," most of these being found
within the "documentary" parts
of the film. When asked what
they have been doing since the
last film, the band's answers
were memorable. Vocalist
David St. Hubbins has been
teaching soccer to children in
Pomona, CA. Guitarist Nigel
Tufnel began the charity group
TFA (Travel For Animals) to
help animals get passports to
take exotic vacations, while
bassist Derek Smalls has been
back in England, working for
his father's phone sanitizing
business. In addition, "Return
of Spinal Tap" features cameos
by Martin Short, Jeff Beck and
Paul Shaffer, among others.
"This Is Spinal Tap" was
memorable primarily because it
was intended as a joke, poking
fun at a richly deserving indus
try. Unfortunately, in the past
year the band has released a new
album, toured in support of it and released a
documentary film, all of which lead one to
wonder whether they are now trying to be
come a real band. The basic premise to keep
in mind here is that ficticious bands don't
record albums, much less play concerts (Milli
Vanilli excepted!). "Spinal Tap" was funny

largely because the band in question was so
bad. The current question of their intended
authenticity is not an inherently bad idea,
except for the fact that the band still doesn't
play very well, although theirlyricsare memo
rable.
"Return" might have fared better had it

only tried to live up to the standards of its
predecessor; the misadventures and mis
management of the band in that film were
part of the reason it was so funny (who can
forget the time they got lost under the stage
and couldn't get out?)! Barring that, "Re
turn" is, well, boring. Aside from lively
performances of such songs as "Big Bot
tom,""Majesty of Rock,""Stonehenge" and
"Sex Farm," most of the performances are
weak, and even these relative highlights
lack the creative staging and effects they had
in the first film. Particularly noticeable was
the absence of the miniature monoliths of
"Stonehenge."
"To celebrate the year before our 26th
anniversary, we wanted to give our fans a
gift," says David St. Hubbins (McKean).
"It's a gift they have to pay for, but we
wanted to give it to them anyway." One only
wonders how many people will pay money
to see this, when there are so many more
worthy films (even music documentaries)
out therein the vast expanses of Blockbuster
Video.
For want of a better method, I will apply the
rating scale of cars (Ferrari F40 to Pinto) to
videos as well. That said, "Return of Spinal
Tap" stalls out as a Volkswagen bus... because
like cars, some films just refuse to die despite
being eyesores and general nuisances to soci
ety. Besides, I suspect you have to be pretty
obliterated tosee the beauty in this film, further
strengthening the analogy. If you really want"
"Spinal Tap," go out and get the original.
You'll be glad you did.

Higher oo Teds

For Rent:

The Baras Method of self-hypnosis
will make you a better student...
or your money back!
The

• Improve your memory

Baras • Enhance concentration skills
Seminar • Refine your study habits
on Self-Hypnosis • Gain efficiency, organization, discipline
Carol and Bill Baras have helped thousands
of students nationwide improve their exam
and study skills for over 25 years.

SOUTH MISSION BEACH

732 Deal Court #B
2 BR/ 2 BA Furnished Condo With Ocean View.
Balcony & Roof Deck, 2.5 Parking Spaces.
3 or 4 Females Preferred, School Year Rent: $1300 mo.
CALL 488-0368

PIZZA IN FORNO
"The Original Brick Fired Pizza
&PastaBar"

FREE DELIVERY
99e Draft Beer
Open Everyday

1UU

10^1100

ZyJ
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l

($10.00 min. on delivery)
Friars/Mission (Ralphs) Shopping Center

$2.00 off any large pizza
OR

$1.00 off any medium
pizza

$1.00 off any
pasta entree

Expires 4/28/93

Expires 4/28/93

Not valid v»V any other coupons or offers

Not valid w/ anv other coupons or otters

Saturday, April 24
9:30am-6:00pm
Salomon Lecture Hall, USD Campus

ACCEPTING
RESERVATIONS NOW!
Reserve by phone or mail your check
to: MDG, 1241 Carlsbad Village Drive,
Carlsbad, CA 92008

Something New in Old Town!

0
G3k$ hil
Coffeehouse/Cafe
2707 Congress St. Suite 1J
(In the Old Town Mercado Bldg)

299-4808
STUDENTS:
FREE cup of gourmet coffee
with any pastry purchase
with this coupon

Take control of your mind and enjoy the
success in school and life that you
deserve.

geafj„g ;2 (irtiitecf!

CALL 1-800-795-2512
ADVANCE TUITION $50.00

Visa, Mastercard, Discover or Check

Pre-register and SAVE S25.00
Tickets purchased at the door S75.00
WE GUARANTEE you 'II leave this seminar with the skills
and confidence to become a better student...
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
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TUDENT CUMMER gTORAGE
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Earn up to 15 units this summer

at SDSU's

Jffil A-l
Self
Storage

Summer

No extra move-in costs!!!

June 1- August 20, 1993

isl

• you pay only first month s rent
• 3 miles from campus
• sizes from $16 and up
• your own iock
• security lighting and fencing
office hours
9 to 6 Mon thru Fri
9 to 5 Sat & Sun
gate hours
7 to 6:30 seven days
1501 Frazee Road - Fashion Valley

296-5200

• Nine sessions begin throughout the summer.
• More than 750 courses from 47 departments!
• Uncrowded campus — no parking congestion

Register by mail now, or in person
beginning May 3, at the College of
Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Avenue
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Call SDSU
Summer Sessions,
594-5152
for information or to
have a free catalog
mailed to you!

"must mention this ad for no extra move-In costs

NOTHING'S
FOREIGN TO US.

Robert's German, Swedish, Japanese & Jeep

A Gift For You From Your Friends At The

USDBOOKSTORE

At Robert's, we specialize in foreign cars. And our huge inventory
of shipped parts means your car will be returned FAST.
And, of course, all work is fully guaranteed by

Robert's Stress-Free Guarantee!
For expert service on your import car, visit Robert's today!

ROBERT'S

April 19th - May 3rd

FREE 5x7 COLOR ENLARGEMENT
With Every Color Roll Developed And Printed.
Bring in any color print roll for processing
and when you pick up the finished roll,
we'll give you a certificate for a
5x7 color enlargement FREE.

German-Swedish-Japanese*Jeep

USD
BOOKSTORE
260-4551

Monday - Thursday
9:00 - 6:00

i o 1 MBS0N8AYD&
1

275-1132

4630 Mission Bay Dr.

M()N.-FRI.:7am to 5:3()pm. SATURDAYS: 8am to 5 p m

Friday - Saturday
9:00 - 4:00

